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Introduction  
 Research Problem, Questions and Strategy 
 How political and territorial entities turn into full-flagged states and how wonna-be sovereigns gain basic preconditions of modern statehood – the territorial integrity and political sovereignty - has been a constant dilemma in both political scholarship and public policy. In addition, recent upsurge of war and statist projects that opened way for 5 new states just in the ex-Yugoslav space until 1993, and 22 state- like entities in what used to be territory of the former Soviet Union and socialist Yugoslavia (including small, unrecognized “statelets” that had disappeared since) accentuated the theme, and returned scholars to analyzing the origins of modern states. While keeping aside all possible dimensions of how the states come into being and how they consolidate thereafter, this study seeks to illuminate the peculiar manifestation and dynamics of irregular and paramilitary groups in the context of contemporary state-building.  Taking the classic state-building theoretical paradigm, developed in works of Charles Tilly, Samuel Finer and Samuel Huntington, as the analytical starting point, I argue that since the Second World War state-makers have been operating in systematically changed security and diplomatic environment, where norms of inter-state behavior, media and judicial scrutiny are firmly in place. The spread of rules of mutual recognition of states now prevent the – in other historical times –very common phenomenon of annexation of territories or undermining of political independence.   This leaves political leaders with a dilemma which has, in the same time, been a key puzzle that had triggered the issuing investigation:  how to proceed 
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with state-building, and engage in aggressive intervention against other state and/or communities (understood, in some cases, as indispensable for successful statehood – and something that would not cause problems in pre-modern Europe), but without chattering a red of international rights and guarantees presently in vigor?  A subsequent assumption that will be tested in the course of this work is that the likely answer to dilemma comes in the form of outsourcing violence and legally and/or morally doubtful state-building tasks to private and semi-private armed groups.   Hence, is there a silhouette of new state-building model, typical for the post-Cold War era that includes irregular fighters as a mean to maintain plausible deniability? In addition, has Tilly’s theory lost its explanatory weight for states emerged in this new international normative framework? Or is it more appropriate to speak of a hybrid model, which picks up elements from both the pre-modern and modern times? Finally, what are the exact internal and external factors that will make certain state-makers more propelled towards the use of paramilitary and irregular coercive agents?  The research strategy applied is intensive in character, as several dimensions of only one unit of analysis (state of Federal Republic of Yugoslavia) is controlled. The time frame of the investigation spans from 1990 to 2000 year, and is divided in tree sub-phases: from 1991 to 1992; 1992 to 1995, and finally, from 1996 to 2000. The results indicate inner-case variations in motives from the starting to the finishing period of FRY’s state-building - if the non-cooperative military establishment was the main driving motive for heavy reliance on irregulars at the begging of the path, in posterior phases it was the growing fear of international sanction.   The principal variable to explain (“propensity to use paramilitary detachments for state construction”) is analyzed via the issuing number of explanatory variables: a) existence of competing internal coercive mechanism, in this case the army; b) discouraging posture of the international community and normative framework to the particular war-making/state-making endeavor at hand (discouraging may take a form of embargo regime, conducing the state to greater 
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need of paramilitaries to avoid the barrier); c) disposition of domestic population to join paramilitary instead of regular armed formations.   Therefore, despite that research is limited to one case-study - the post-1992  Yugoslavia and the problems that have troubled its democratic transition ever since-, I try to tackle   broader questions which transcend the selected unit of analysis. Standing at the crossroads of external and internal factors, the case of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in 1990-2000 periods may have a lot to reveal on post-cold war state-formation in the context of inter-ethnic war. The main hypothesis here is that political elite which is under internal constraint (in this case, disloyal army) in combination with external constraint (new international scrutiny milieu) will be more prone to resort to paramilitaries during state construction process. Additional finding is that sides to inter-ethnic conflict are as well likely to utilize secretive paramilitary formations as instruments in independence projects, not only because there is no professional military available but also because such warfare, generally, is based on violent actions against civilians. Therefore the bigger need for “shadowy warriors”, if the positive international image of both the country and its regular military is to be maintained. The concluding contention is that it is wrong to consider paramilitaries as the innovative foreign and domestic policy tool – the present-time difference is simply that they stand opposite to prevailing understanding of what the “modern” standards of military behavior should be like, and are blended with genuinely novel elements, such as the more pressing international justice and the media. 
 Concepts and Delimitations  
 The concept of “state-building” has been gaining salience in the context of an increasingly frequently work of Western governments and the United Nations on institutional re-construction in shattered, post-war states, as a long-term strategy of their stabilization and recovery (Kosovo is one of the recent examples). In contrary to this view, I will use the notion of “state-building” in its more antique significance, which broadly refers to attempts to establish social organization that controls political and economic activities of territorially defined and bounded 
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populace via institutional web, at the same time as it homogenizes that population trough common culture, symbols, values, traditions and myths of origin. Here, expressions “state-building” and “state-constructing” will be used interchangeably.  Operationalized in this way, the “state-building” variable will be analyzed on the base of four dimensions: a) territorial demarcation; b) revenue extraction; c) common mythology; d) institutional design. Finally, the impact of FRY’s paramilitaries on each of these dimensions will be investigated.  When I will be referring to the “state”, I will mean its modern version, defined by Weber’s célèbre theoretical insight on the issue, and 1993 Montevideo Convention on Rights and Duties of States which established the following criteria for statehood: a permanent population, a defined territory, and a capacity to enter into relations with other states.  Specific entity described as “ramp Yugoslavia”, “post-socialist Yugoslavia” or “Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (shortly, FRY)” relates to a state structure which came into being on 27 April 1992, and lasted till 2003; it denotes a federal union between the Republic of Serbia (including, during observed period, its constitutive provinces Kosovo and Vojvodina) and Republic of Montenegro. Its leadership insisted on FRY being recognized as the sole legitimate successor of disintegrated Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia (1945-1991) but the international community disagreed.  On the other hand, for the purpose of this study, “paramilitary agent” is roughly defined as the total number of armed individuals that did not form part of FRY’s regular police nor of the Yugoslav armed forces in 1990-2000 periods. Still, an important explanatory remark should be made at this point. In the following chapter we will see that paramilitary is a complex term which denotes both public institutions (the so called “constabulary forces”: special operations force, anti-terrorist or counter-insurgency units, gendarmerie, etc.) that, in the normal course of events contribute to state security; and non-state groups that undermine state’s monopoly over the use of violence on defined territory. Still, constabulary units operate under relatively different organizational framework than the regular, plainclothes police. The same is true for “voluntaries” that during war were legally submitted to the military command; however, in both cases paramilitary stayed a separate organizational subject. Hence we find the above 
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mentioned definition of paramilitary to be suitable for this research. As a concluding remark, I would like to highlight that a certain number of Serbian special police forces was formed without a proper authorization from the respective ministries. They will be treated with special interest, and referred to as “extra-judicial”, “irregular” or “un-authorized” units. Still, they could not be fully identified with definition of “death squads”, because the primer goal of death squad is extrajudicial execution and terror against civilians, while FRY paramilitaries performed many other political, economic and defense tasks besides murder of civilians.  
 Methodological Remarks  Method  
 The methodological tool is qualitative analysis. Given the scope and the numerous implications of the main hypothesis, this essay should be seen as an initial step. It is intended to set stage for a deeper examination of selected variables in comparative context Sources  
 Given states’ concerns over the divulgence of information that may prejudice their national security concerns and/or their international standing, the study that addresses governors’ policies which might have involved transgressions in the camp of international customs and laws, will inevitably suffer setbacks in the moment of the procurement of information. In this respect, my exploration of the repertoires of state-making strategies at the level of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (thereafter, FRY or Serbia and Montenegro), had collided with numerous constraints in the process of obtaining reliable, first-hand data on proliferation of paramilitary agents, regional illicit cooperation and topics alike – turning the issue of sources into the most challenging obstacle in carrying out this research project. In fact, high level of official deniability and on-going international and local criminal investigations related to this essay’s subject matter, have on the 
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one hand, severely limited opportunities for interviews and face-to-face meetings with actors involved in the state-making struggle, including the former senior-ranking officials from the police, customs and/or military establishment. Yet, on the other, institutions of criminal and transitional justice with jurisdiction on the territory of ex-Yugoslavia proved very instrumental in disclosing the confidential material which states tended to obfuscate, and their reports, indictments and judgments have deeply informed my work.  In this way, statements, intelligence recounts, institutional memos, and other pieces of documentary and testimonial evidence presented in the course of proceedings before the International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law committed in the territory of the Former Yugoslavia (thereafter, the International Criminal Tribunal for the ex-Yugoslavia, or shortly, ICTY), and to a smaller extent, the International Court of Justice, represented a starting point for the research at hand. For instance, although focusing primarily on 161 individuals who have been charged on the base of 38 indictments, the ICTY’s output contains a wealth of information on the origins, structure, financing, and personnel involved in the Yugoslav wars and state-making1; and this material, which have so far received fairly modest academic treatment, made it possible to reassess the FRY’s founding and/or consolidating policies for the purpose of this study. The evidence of Serbian state-builders’ financial transactions in 1990-2000 period, summoned by the economic expert Morten Torkildsen for the rationale of the ICTY Prosecutor v. Milosevic case, have been particularly revealing; and served to reconfirm somewhat daring statements on non-budgetary state funding in the chapter 5. Significantly though, even the ICTY as an entity created by the UN Security Council under its Chapter VII power falls short of exposing key testimonies on (post)Yugoslav states’ involvement in violent or illegal activities, such as Jovica Stanisic, the former head of Serbian Intelligence Agency; 2 an affair which 
                                                 
1 Tribunal has a policy of grouping the cases with the same crime base, and its Trial Chambers run multi-accused 

proceedings; for that reason the number of accused oversize the number of indictments. Up to July 2006, trial proceedings 

against 94 out of 161 charged individuals have been concluded.  
2 Rule 54 bis of the ICTY’s Rules of Procedure and Evidence stipulate that Trial Chamber may order the state to disclose 

information or document which is regarded necessary for conduct of particular trial; but the state in question may respond 

by requesting protective measures with the argument that its national security interests would be prejudiced by the 
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frustrates the ICTY mandate (reconciliation of ex-belligerent communities and prevention of future violations of international humanitarian law trough impartment of justice), at the same time as it leaves this, and any other academic records on the subject that might follow, incomplete.  In addition, this study draws heavily on documents from the Special Division of the Belgrade District Court for the Organized Crime and Serbia’s War Crimes Prosecutor’s Office to trace the evolution of para-police and paramilitary phenomenon in the second Yugoslavia throughout the 1990s. The work of these two institutions represented the first official (domestic) attempt to reinterpret and punish where necessary, criminal offences committed in recent history by private and government-sponsored agents of coerced state-building ; for the first time, for example, members of the units “Scorpions”, “Frenki’s Boys”, “Revengers”, etc. publicly acknowledged their view of  events. But given the nature of criminal hearings and court cases, such testimonies were firstly tested out trough other primary and secondary sources before being used for shaping the arguments presented here.  Despite people’s unwillingness to talk about disturbing issues associated with “shadow economy” and violent state formation whose actors are still around, the local media have managed to penetrate the secrecy and fear surrounding them – albeit at high personal price, as Serbia rates seventh in Europe and thirteenth in the world by the number of assassinated journalists in time of peace. 3 The 
                                                                                                                                                      
production of the document/data in question. For this reason, several key witnesses and documents were discussed behind 

the closed door and the issuing results are kept away from public. See Grant Dawsan and Joakim Dungel, ”Compulsion  of 

Information from States and Due Process in Cases before the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia”, 

Leiden Journal of International Law, 20 (2007), 122.  

3
 Reporters without Borders, “Press Freedom Day by Day: Serbia-Montenegro/Kosovo-2006 Annual Report”, 

http://www.rsf.org/article.php3?id_article=17478&Valider=OK, accessed on 27 August 2007; “Napadi na 

novinare: Srbija sedma u Evropi po ubistvu novinara” [“Attacks on journalists: Serbia ranking 7th in Europe by 

the number of assassinated journalists”], Tanjug, 24 April 2007. Just in 2007, there have been more than 100 

recorded attacks on journalists, political activists and NGOs which publish on war-crimes and related 

misdeeds; including a hand-grenade attack on the Belgrade home of journalist Dejan Anastasijevic, who 

covers war crimes and underworld activity for the independent weekly paper Vreme and the U.S. Time.  

Reporters without Borders, “Eight ex-paramilitaries arrested for grenade attack on journalist’s home” 10 May 

2007, http://www.rsf.org/article.php3?id_article=21723 
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investigative reporting of Serbian columnists from weekly Vreme and private broadcaster B92 on Balkan traffic rings, illicit regional cooperation, paramilitary agents, and institutionalized corruption was invaluable for this research.  The same may be said for local humanitarian and law organizations such as Humanitarian Law Center or Helsinki Committee for Human Rights in Serbia, which have chronicled the war crimes for more than a decade, and whose meticulous web pages have been of great help in locating war-related personal testimonies and judicial acts.  The research also included overview of selected secondary sources, and parliamentary and foreign newspaper archive. For economic and other general states’ indicators, I have relied on reports of the leading international organizations present in the Balkan region as much as on corresponding public statistics. Certain specialized data on military, para-police forces, and organized crime in the Balkans have been procured from the Belgrade-based Center for Civil-Military Relations, the Stability Pact-UNDP Clearinghouse for the Control of Small Arms and Light Weapons, and the Stability Pact Initiative against Organized Crime (SPOC) Secretariat. The final phase in data procurement entailed a laborious task of cross-checking and controlling, with aim to achieve as much reliability on sensitive issues as possible.  
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The Growth and Definition of Paramilitaries 
A short introduction into the paramilitary phenomenon 
 In recent decades, paramilitaries have been on the increase. Shadowy, lightly armed, hardly professional irregular troops have put themselves in the forefront of wars and political developments which are reshaping global security scene. The military as the principal national institution is nowhere close to disappearance, but ever less faces symmetric enemies: the number of confrontations where at least one side is sub-national armed group (some answerable to the state and others not) is mounting.  The growing body of literature on “new wars” detected that virtually all contemporary wars from the Balkans, the Caucasus, Central Asia, and West Africa, are intra-state conflicts, and what is more important, have a criminalized and paramilitary component. 4 This change in type of warfare inevitably leaves a trace on state-building mechanisms due to war-state nexus. The rise in interest in human rights and legal norms for state behavior internationally since at least the late nineteenth century also plays a role. States wishing to use extreme forms of extra-judicial violence thus have every reason to outsource to 
                                                 
4 Mary Kaldor, New and Old Wars: Organized Violence in a Global Era (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1999); 

Dietrich Jung Shadow Globalization, Ethnic Conflicts and New Wars: A Political Economy of Intra-State War, 

ed., (Taylor & Francis e-Library, 2003); Mark Duffield, Global Governance and the New Wars: the Merging 

of Development and Security, (London and New York: Zed Books, 2001); Peter Andreas,.“Criminalizing 

Consequences of Sanctions: Embargo Busting and Its Legacy.” International Studies Quarterly 49, no. 2 

(2005): 335-360.  
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irregular troops and pretend to be uninvolved. Therefore, we presence a myriad of paramilitary detachments functioning either as a state organ, established by state to perform auxiliary or specialized armed service (at the disposal of state in moments of national security need), or as civilian sub-national armed outfit that threatens to deconstruct the state.  Due to paramilitaries’ centrality in recent acts of mass violence, understood generally as a treat and/or an anomaly in the contemporary security system, paramilitary troops have acquired a bad name. Effectively, paramilitary became a depreciatory term for armed brigades that perform human rights abuses, massive civilian casualties and “praetorian-ism” for governments with thin democratic record. Hence the paramilitary fighters are regularly portrayed, particularly by the transnational human rights community, as a lightly armed “kill´ n ´loot” troops, disrespectful of military professionalism and humanitarian law, and in highly volatile relationship with the state, serving to its needs at one moment and rebelling against it at the other.  Yet such reductionist portrayal of paramilitary phenomenon is misleading, because it concentrates on non-state paramilitary forces solely. For that reason, any academic research of paramilitary impact on political developments (in this case on state-making) must, at first, challenge the popular epistemological account of paramilitary formations. In line of that argument, before proceeding   to the case study, the issuing work will try to theoretically delimitate paramilitary issue at hand, and in particular, its various types (governmental and non-governmental alike).  In contrary to deeply entrenched narratives, marauders, mercenaries, militiamen, brigands, and condottieri are not the only types of paramilitary agents. In fact, most of the states dispose of certain special operations forces for tackling the problems that entail degree of physical and political risk, operational technique, and mode of employment different from those provided by military and regular police. To argument this superiority of state paramilitary forces in handling particular treats to national security, one analyst used the following wording: “when surgery is required, a sword is not the right instrument with which 
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to perform the operation.”5 Moreover, in response to the changing nature of security treats in post-Cold War period,6 states are rapidly increasing such intermediary (i.e. paramilitary or, in European tradition, a “gendarmerie-style”) forces, which form part their internal security apparatuses.7 Set-up as smaller, more agile and less affected by bureaucratic interference, these governmental formations are perceived as better equipped to deal with treats that range from internal political violence, hostage rescue, close-quarters combat and border control, to  terrorism and weapons of mass destruction proliferation-while at the same time satisfying the requirements of liberal democratic state.8  At present, 127 countries of all discloses information on their paramilitary force, with China having the largest paramilitary at 1, 000,000 and Iceland the smallest, composed of 120 coast guards.9 Thus, principal definitional misunderstandings emerge because the concept of “paramilitary” is a complex one, because it encapsulates a variety of formations, both from governmental and non-state ambits. A further complication in conceptualizing current paramilitary forces stems from incomplete legislative and academic definitions.  At present, a number of authors identify paramilitary in opposition to conventional military, failing to underscore what paramilitary formations’ organizational, functional, and (potential) political attributes are.  In that manner, for the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) paramilitaries are "forces or groups distinct from the regular armed forces of any country but resembling them in organization, equipment, training or mission". In the same line is the Treaty on Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE), which characterize 
                                                 
5 Dorron Zimmermann,“Between Minimun Force and Maximum Violence: Combating Violence Movements 

with Third-Force Options," The Quarterly Journal, Spring (2005):  43   
6 Berry Buzan , Ole Waever, Jaap de Wilde, Security: A New Framework for Analysis, eds., (Boulder: Lynne 

Rienner Publishers, 1998).  

7 Derek Lutterbec, “Between Police and Military: The New Security Agenda and the Rise of Gendarmeries,” 

Cooperation and Conflict 39, no. 1 (2004), 5.  

8 Zimmerman, ,“Between Minimun Force and Maximum Violence”,  45.  

9 Sunil Dasgupta, “Understanding Paramilitary Growth: Agency Relations in Military Organization” (paper 

presented at the conference “Curbing human rights violations by non-state groups, University of Vancouver, 

13-15 November 2003), 1.  
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paramilitary as “armed in the normal course of their duties and, in time of hostilities, organized to be integrated into the regular armed forces.” Furthermore, in the pioneer work on the modern-day growth of paramilitary forces, military sociologist Morris Janowitz relates paramilitaries principally to internal security and undemocratic regimes; in his wording, paramilitary forces are “internal security forces that are extensions of the centralized authority of national militaries, primarily intended to secure undemocratic regimes.”   On the other hand, several authors specialized in the subject denominate it as a less organized, less professionalized less ideologically constant, less visible, and therefore potentially less responsible on the battle-ground than the conventional standing army; loyal not to the formal state but rather to an ethnic group, a region, a political party or movement, or an individual warlord. 10  Finally, different authors tried to re-open classical definitions of paramilitary and grasp its simultaneous growth as a multifunctional force with potentially variable relationship to governments, national security and democracy. For their part, Scobell and Hammitt found that “a paramilitary force is a unified group, usually armed, neither purely military nor police-like in format and function but often possessing significant characteristics of both. It may serve as an agent or an adversary of the state; it may or may not perform internal security functions; and it may not have a wartime role as an adjunct to the regular armed forces.”11 Sunil Dasgupta, the author that most recently tried to comprehend the complexity of paramilitary phenomenon, identifies today´s paramilitary troops as internal security forces that may as well serve as reserves for external conflicts; which are created outside military or police command structures, and dedicated to securing regimes, often democratic ones, from internal treats extending from military coups to separatist rebellions.12 The tree authors, thus, underlined an important 
                                                 
10 John Müeller, “The Banality of Ethnic War.” International Security 25, no. 1 (2000): 42-70; Larry, Jay 

Diamond and Marc F. Plattner, Civil-Military Relations and Democracy, (Baltimore and London: John 

Hopkins University Press, 1996); Charles H., Jr. Fairbanks, “The Post communist Wars,” Journals of 

Democracy 6, no. 4 (1995): 18-34.  
11Andrew Scobell and Brad Hammitt, “Goons, Gunman, and Gendarmerie: Towards a Reconceptualization of 

Paramilitary Formations,” Journal of Political and Military Sociology 26, no. 2, (1998): 220.  

12 Dasgupta,” op.cit., 4.  
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organizational distinctiveness of contemporaneous paramilitary forces, namely its location outside regular military or police command structures. It is precisely this separate organization of forces that is the common denominator of such empirically disparate organizations as border guards, death squads, militias, privatized armies, crowd control, and other Special Operations units.  Apart from being smaller and more agile armed groups, this separateness makes them an interesting tool for underground state-making agendas. An integral part of governmental paramilitaries are covert or clandestine operations, which aim to camouflage the state’s involvement in certain political event. Thus, if controlling mechanisms intrinsic to democratic regimes are not in place, paramilitary troops may be (mis) used for an array of illegitimate actions, while providing deniability to the very state.  Ultimately, all types of paramilitaries may be embezzled to perform one political function, namely the praetorian one. In other words, paramilitary are susceptible to being utilized as a buffer against the Army or any other competing government organization, or to repress civil liberties of domestic populace. However, to fully comprehend possible political and security roles of paramilitaries, it would be useful to consider the following Dasgupta’s typology: 13 
 • Mercenaries • Militias • Private military companies • Constabulary forces • Intelligence Agencies,  • while death squads normally appear either in militias or in intelligence agencies  

   
                                                 
13 Id. at 7-8 
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The variety of paramilitary experience in the Yugoslav state-making Mercenaries  
 Selling one’s military expertise to foreign belligerents is probably one of the oldest forms of soldering. Leaded by mercantile spirit, mercenaries are actors who provide security under private contract and for fee. Their social and/or ideological attachment to conflict is minimal, and usually ends at selection of amount and manner of payment. As a direct consequence, mercenary agents would fight on behalf of any leader or community, if offered satisfactory material gain – a feature that inspired Wellington to label them “scum of the earth.”14 Additionally, as they are socially disentangled from conflict and any human or material harm it may cause, mercenaries can be deployed even in most difficult tasks. On the negative side, tough, the armies of “hired guns” proved highly unreliable and operable at elevated cost. Historically, they helped carve European feudal and absolutist states, but were eventually supplemented by larger and cheaper conscript armies, or “citizens under arms” – what temporarily solved the problems of high costs, as “troops fighting for causes are often willing to fight and die cheaply.”15 That is, trough 17th and 18th centuries, European nation-states developed immense military forces by conscripting citizens in return for political rights. In this way, armies were no longer a private possession of ruler, nor were they regulated by private mercantile contract; instead, serving military became one of the principal political duties and in the core of social contract between governors and governed.   In this period, uniformed standing militaries fighting external wars in the name of national sovereignty developed into one of the key hallmarks of national states – while utilization of mercenaries commenced to be internationally stigmatized. It was in late 19th century, for instance, that “the Swiss cantons terminated their 

                                                 
14 Alec Cambell, “Where Do All the Solders Go? Veterans and the Politics of Demobilization,” Armed Forces 

and Their Role in Politics and State Formation, eds. Diane E. Davis and Anthony W. Pereira (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2003), 97. 

15 Ibid.  
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profitable centuries-old export of mercenary units for military service elsewhere.”16 Then next step in discrediting of this kind of force came through the multi-governmental legal attempt to regulate the use of mercenaries, on the base of respective international legislation regarding armed conflicts and status of combatants.  
 At present, the term mercenary is provided for by Additional Protocol I (1977) of the Geneva Conventions (12 August 1949), and the United Nations’ International Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing, and Training of Mercenaries (1989), and applies to following:  
 Individuals recruited to fight in an armed conflict, who are directly involved in that conflict and whose motives are primarily financial. In addition, the material compensation they receive is greater than that of combatants of the same rank from one of the parties to the conflict. Finally, a mercenary is neither a national of one of the parties to the conflict; at the same time, he is not resident in the territory controlled by the members of the armed forces of one of the parties to the conflict. Finally, an individual sent by a third State as a member of its armed forces will not be considered a mercenary before international law, just as armed personnel who joined the conflict on their own will (i.e., voluntaries) nor nationals with additional foreign nationality. 17 
 The international legal instruments, however, did not eradicate the amount of mercenaries available worldwide.18 On the contrary, in 2003 the UN Special Rapporteur announced that mercenary activities are “continuing to occur in many parts of the world and are taking on new forms”19 - hence causing serious governance problems, and aggravating conflicts and peace-building efforts.  
 

                                                 
16 Charles Tilly, Coercion, Capital, and European States, AD 990-1992 (Cambridge and Oxford: Blackwell, 

1990), 36.  

17 The International Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries, para 1.  

Available from http://www.ohchr.org/english/law/mercenaries.htm  
18 The third key international treaty regulating the subject was signed in 1977. Under the impression of heavy 

mercenary involvement in warfare in Africa, the Organization of African Unity introduced the Convention on 

the Elimination of Mercenarism in Africa. There have been calls from within the UN institution to update the 

norms in question, as it became apparent that do not adjust to new forms of mercenaries.  

19 The United Nations, General Assembly, Fifty-eight sess. 2003, A/58/115 The Use of Mercenaries as a 

means of violating human rights and impeding the exercise of the right of peoples to self-determination para 7.  
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The combination of journalist accounts, eyewitnesses and the UN Commission of Experts chronicled the vast presence of mercenaries in war theatres of Croatia, Bosnia, and Kosovo.20 The 1994 UN report singled out tree mayor contingents of foreign fighters supporting one of the belligerent sides for a fee: Russian kontraktniki (contracted soldiers) operating in conjunction with the Serbs, the Mujahidin, operating with the Bosnia and Herzegovina forces, and the Garibaldi Unit, an Italian formation fighting alongside the Croats. Furthermore, in consequent years international observers and local belligerent governments alerted of the participation of freelance mercenary workforce from Denmark, Finland, the United Kingdom, Romania, the United States, and South America. Even though the consequent inquiries determined that the Italian and Muslim contingents represented genuine voluntaries that came to fight due to personal religious and/or ideological believes, in other cases the UN Commission found individual examples of the typical mercenary contractual relationship and payment, thus ruling out the altruistic participation.21  Two specific aspects of aforementioned mercenary activity in wars of Yugoslav dissolution are of special importance for this study, and will be summarized here. The first is warring parties’ manipulation of nationality laws in order to conceal mercenary identity of foreign soldiers in own ranks, and therefore avoid international condemnation.  The second is purposeful recruitment of expats with permanent residence abroad, which do not qualify for mercenary status under the UN International Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing, and Training of Mercenaries, even if they fight for economic gain22. As set forth in continuation of this chapter, such national strategies aimed, firstly, at recruiting 
                                                 
20 The United Nations, General Assembly, Fiftieth sess. 1995, A/50/390/Add.1, The Use of Mercenaries as a 

means of violating human rights and impeding the exercise of the right of peoples to self-determination.; 

Helena Smith, “Helena Smith@Athens: Greek Paramilitaries in Srebrenica”, The Guardian, August 1, 2005. 

Ali, Koknar, “Russian Mercenaries at War in the Balkans”, Bosnian Institute, July 14, 2003.   
21 The Russian mercenary agents, for instance, receive regularly payments, and were promised Serbian 

citizenship and households. Ibid. 

22 In regard to the conflict in the former Yugoslavia, the UN personnel concluded that belligerent governments 

used fraudulent means to camouflage mercenaries, by their rapid naturalization or employment in the front 

companies.  
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the missing military professionals, but most of all, at masking the real masterminds of the conflict. . . .     Émigré mercenary involvement    
 The role of Diaspora communities, as one of the main protagonists of contemporary conflicts has been well documented. 23 According to literature of “the new wars”, remittances provided by ethnic kinfolk settled abroad are important component of political economy of post-Cold War warfare. However, scholars were reluctant to observe that expatriates or their descendants may (and actually do) contribute to contemporaneous conflict in other ways than donating for war funds. To start with, due to their double nationality, if join conflict as contracted soldiers, expats’ participation may always be guised as voluntary. This way, they may help respective government to guard appearance of compliance with international norms regarding armed conflict and non-interference.  The wars in former Yugoslavia provide good example of above described mercenary approach. One of the mercenary modals detected in area by UN personnel encompassed young men from the United States., Australia and from “South American countries who rapidly became nationalized thanks to distant direct relatives who had been nationals of one or another country involved in conflict.”24 Correspondingly, anticipated conflict in country of origin prompted nationals that previously fought in foreign elite units as the French Foreign Legion or in overseas military companies to return. Professional trajectories of paramilitary leaders Milorad Lukovic “Legion”, Dragan Vasiljevic, and Ante 
                                                 
23 Mary Kaldor, New and Old Wars: Organized Violence in a Global Era , (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1999); 

Joshua Kaldor-Robinson, “The Virtual and the Imaginary: The Role of Diasporic New Media in the 

Construction of a National Identity during the Break-up of Yugoslavia”, Oxford Development Studies 30, no. 2 

2002 , 178 – 179. Wolfram Zunzer, Diaspora Communities and Civil Conflict Transformation, Occasional  

paper  no. 26, (Berlin:  Berghof Research Center for Constructive Conflict Management, 2004); Edward 

Newman, “The New Wars Debate: A Historical Perspective is Needed”, Security Dialogue.35,  (2), 2004: 173-

189;  

24 The United Nations, General Assembly, Fifty-eight sess. 2003, A/58/115 The Use of Mercenaries as a 

means of violating human rights and impeding the exercise of the right of peoples to self-determination., par  
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Gotovina are exemplary in this regard. With emergence of violent strategies for dissolution of federal Yugoslavia, these fighters placed valuable contacts and military knowledge acquired in shady African battlefields at the service of incoming Serbian and Croatian elites.  On the other hand, expatriates returning from Western countries are usually more familiar with western media’s concerns and modes of operation that local citizens. Namely, as British journalist Tim Judah rightly noted, “since 1941 an extra dimension had been added to war - international opinion as guided by television and the media.”25 For that reason, state can hardly win a war or independence by deploying solely an overwhelming force against the enemy in battlefield. Good public relations became a necessity as well, and with their advanced language skills and comprehension of how the Western media systems function, expatriates are well suited for the post. In such context, all warring sides to Yugoslav conflict provided warm welcome to returning Diaspora citizens. For long treated as national pariahs for criticizing socialist and multinational composition of Yugoslavia, such men were suddenly offered high positions in what were still embryos of new republican armies, ministries, and media.26 At the same time, increasingly independent, republican branches of state security apparatus stepped up contacts with returnees interested in supporting the independence projects. Jovica Stanisic, for instance, the future head of Serbian secret police, during late 1980s worked at setting up “a network of friendly-orientated emigrants in Germany.”27 In parallel, 
                                                 
25 Tim Judah, The Serbs: History, Myth and the Destruction of Yugoslavia (New Haven and London: Yale 

University Press, 2000), 184.  
26 The treatment of emigrants, scattered across Australia, the U.S., and Western Europe, as potentially 

subversive elements to socialist Yugoslavia’s constitutional order is evident from professional trajectory of 

Gen Vasiljkovic, top military counter-intelligence officer. Upon his entry to intelligence service, he infiltrated 

the leadership of 1968 student protest in Sarajevo to report of eventual anti-regime sentiment of respective 

student movement; and then spent 12 years in Australia overlooking Yugoslav emigrant communities, 

attentive to their political engagements. In addition, from 1950 to late 1980s, several prominent political 

activists proceeding from Yugoslavia were assassinated in Chicago, Germany, and Valencia.  For the details 

on the 1969 assassination of the Croat nationalist and ex-war camp official , protected and re-settled in 

Valencia by the Franko’s regime, in: Francesc Bayarri, Cita a Sarajevo, (Tavernes Blanques: Eixam, 2006).  

27  Dejan Anastasijevic, “Zovem se Jovica”, Vreme 807,  June 22, 2006.  
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the provisions of Citizenship and Customs normative regarding ethnic returnees and their property were amended, with aim to facilitate the return. 28 In “Homeland Calling”, an innovative account of Yugoslav breakup, Paul Hockenos describes how expats hurled back to the falling country, swapping their modestly remunerated jobs in the West for position of national heroes in fatherlands.29  One of the Hockenos’ pivotal findings was that returning Serbs, Croats, Muslims, and Kosovo Albanians had failed to embrace liberal democratic values prevailing in Western polities, and consequently chose to sponsor nationalistic and violent solution to Yugoslavia’s abundant problems. Ivan Vejvoda, on the other hand, evoked Anderson’s thesis of “long-distant nationalism” in attempt to give a sense to the phenomenon of thousands of emigrants, coexisting peacefully with their neighbors in multinational Australia, New Zealand, the U.S., and elsewhere, but advocating forceful partition of the former Yugoslavia along ethnic lines. 30  Their military amateurism of these irregulars was, on the one hand, one of the motives for gross civilian casualties’ committed in war operations in Croatian and Bosnian territories. Dragoslav Bokan and Grujic, Serbian paramilitary agents, worked as salespersons while living in the United States; their corresponding individual on the Croatian side is Gojko Susak, pizza-maker and owner of several restaurants in Canada, who served as general in the newly formed Croatian Army (HV). On the other, expats were more enthusiastic to enlist for war, unlike their generational counterparts raised in Yugoslavia that evaded army draft en masse. Most of them were descendants of families that left socialist Yugoslavia in aftermath of the Second World War as ideological opponents to the regime;31 and 
                                                 
28  When SRJ was formed, MUP was charged with providing citizenships. The practice of facilitating émigrés 

to re-gain citizenship was formalized in 2001 Citizenship Law;  

29  Paul Hockenos Homeland Calling: Exile Patriotism and the Balkan Wars (New York: Cornell University 

Press, 2003).  The study was named after Kosovo Albanian’s fund established for financing alternative 

governing, educational, medical infrastructure, and later on, an armed insurgency in Kosovo.  

30  Ivan Vejvoda, “Why Did the War Happened”, in Miroslav Hadzic ed., The Violent Dissolution of 

Yugoslavia: causes, dynamics, and effects (Belgrade: Centre for Civil-Military Relations, 2004): 67. 

31 In is nonetheless important to note that nationalists were only one faction of Yugoslav migratory 

phenomenon. 10 percent of labor force left the country in decades of 1960s and 1970s to settle in Germany, 

Switzerland, Austria and Sweden. 
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grew up listening narratives of potential greatness of homeland, if only it would be independent and anti-communist.  Thus, when nationalistic leaders started touring oversees expatriates’ communities in search of funds, conscripts and political advice, many felt like supporting the independence cause. In 1989, Vojislav Seselj, future head of the extreme Serbian nationalist party and prolific recruiter of paramilitaries for the former Yugoslavia’s fronts, visited Australia and the United States; at occasion, he got in contact with Momcilo Grujic, the leader of politicized Serbian Diaspora, who legitimized Seselj as a fighter for the national cause in the eyes of oversees anti-communist emigrants. Consequently, Vojislav Seselj was entrusted with funds, traditional military title “Vojvoda” (Duke) and expectations to pursue nationalistic politics at fatherland.  It is not fully clear how many of the (ex) Yugoslavs or their offspring, residing permanently outside the territory of the former country, have joined the conflict trough different paramilitary and special forces on the pro bono basis (due to ideological compliance with the belligerent sides), and how many were paid for the combat. In part, they were magnetized not by military strife in itself, but rather by the prospect of participating in radical social transformation such as the (re) construction of new state; in such context, to be in possession of “state-maker” tenure usually means to fast track oneself for enrichment and community promotion.  Still, many of the expat soldiers had high ideological stakes in the conflict and state-making effort, and were willing to provide their services free of charge. The others, conversely, engaged in return for financial payment, and in their case the UN Special Rapporteur’s team ruled out altruistic voluntary enlistment, because they figured on payroll of warring factions´ they supported.  It would be useful to sketch personal and professional trajectory of one of these volunteers, as to comprehend how they combined paramilitary combat with media publicity. This process is vividly illustrated by the personal and professional experience of Dragan Vasiljkovic, a naturalized Australian citizen of Serbian origin, who spent his youth first in Australian regular military and later as private security guard in Africa. In 1991, via accountancies he offered his services to the Serbian secret police, and in April the same year he was detached to Serb-held Krajina region as militia instructor. Yet his presence was utilized more as a façade to 
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conceal that the real mastermind of military rebellion was the Serbian security, than as efficient military training program;   Another strategy for camouflaging participation of foreign nationals in the conflicts was high permissiveness in granting local citizenships. Nationality law of ramp Yugoslavia was softened in the articles regarding ethnic kin and their offspring returning from permanent residence aboard. Since it was the Ministry of Interior (and not the Justice Department) who decided on pleads for re-naturalization, the expats of special interest for security forces could be discreetly placed on fast-track.  A further illustrative example of such practice was the prompt nationalization of originally Belgian citizen Cappiau, who left the French Foreign Legion to help establish the First Croatian Guard, an elite military unit that served as Praetorian Guard of Croatian president Franjo Tudjman. 32 Similarly, leadership of Bosnia and Herzegovina was later accused of lax nationalizing policy towards mujahidin fighters that participated in the conflict on Bosnian Muslim side. Hence, throughout 2006 -2007 period, the BiH Council of Ministries annulled 367 wartime decisions by which individuals of afro-Asian origin were granted Bosnian citizenship. Thus, 72 individuals proceeding from Turkey, 30 from Algeria, 27 from Tunisia, 23 from Sudan, 21 from Syria, and 20 from Russia have been stripped of their Bosnian nationality, and destined for deportation to their native countries.   Aware of states possibility to abuse the loopholes in current international definition of mercenary activity, and in particular, definition of nationality, the UN General Assembly asked for a clearer definition of mercenaries, including clear nationality criteria. 33 
 

  
                                                 
32 Ognian Shentov et al. Partners in Crime: The Risk of Symbiosis Between the Security Sector and Organized 

Crime in Southeast Europe. (Sofia: Center for the Study of Democracy (CSD), 2004), 69-72.  
33 General Assembly, Fifty-eight sess. 2003, A/58/115 The Use of Mercenaries as a means of violating human 

rights and impeding the exercise of the right of peoples to self-determination,  para 2.  
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Non-indigenous mercenaries  
 According to Enrique Bernales Ballesteros, the UN Special Rapporteur on the use of mercenaries, the first organized contingent of contracted soldiers that operated in support of Serb forces was of Russian origin. Additional journalist reports on the issue revealed that group was composed of trained military pilots, recruited by the Yugoslav People’s Army (JNA) at the very outset of conflict in Croatia.34 The decision to implicate mercenary workforce into the regular conscript army, what JNA still represented in the first half of 1991, may seem as a controversial matter in military planning – especially in light of the fact that JNA disposed of well-developed Air Force (Ratno Vazduhoplovstvo). Yet, just because the Air Force was the most multinational component of Yugoslav federal army (41% of employees were non-Serb/Montenegrins) it was the first branch that felt affected by disintegration tendencies.35 In the team of pilots, the percentage of Yugoslavs with Slovene, Croat, Hungarian, Albanian, and Macedonian origin was even higher; and after Belgrade’s decision to discharge all non-Serbs from top military brass, “people were asking for legal release and moving to their republics.”36 The resulting shortage of pilots on ramp Yugoslavia’s side was evidently solved by hiring professionals at the Russian market.  The paramilitary arrangements of the Serbian side included formation of international brigade, under the name “White Wolves” and “where seven different languages were spoken”. 37 That group was small, operated in Bosnia and encompassed “former members of Russian assault unit, ex-officials of “Securitate” from Romania, several criminals from Cyprus, members of the Bulgarian parachute brigade, Ukrainians, and the local Bosnian Serbs.  It is apparent that foreign mercenaries on the Serbian side were, in their majority, military cadres from the 
                                                 
34  Koknar, op.cit.  

35 The Serbs were over-represented in the military establishment, similar to the situation in the Soviet Union 

non-Russians were not encouraged to follow high military carrier.  

36 Testimony of General Vasiljevic, former military intelligence officer, Prosecutor v. Milosevic case, 

transcript available in Serbian at Humanitarian Law Center web page :http//www.hlc-rdc.org  

37 Former “Red Beret” member and protected witness with the code name C-017, the ICTY Testimony, 11 

June 2003, 22176.  
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former communist bloc whom provisions on military downsizing left without sound career. However, it calls the attention that the Serbs forces recruited among camp of orthodox, neighboring nationalities, while the Croats attracted the European ultra-rightist activists. 38In addition, a minor, 100-men strong “Greek Volunteer Guard” formation operated along the Bosnian Serb army in location near Srebrenica in summer 1995, but whether they were altruistic helpers or recruited and paid for the combat service, remains unclear.  A substantial proportion of the Russian semi-clandestine mercenaries who joined the Serbian side, were former members of the UN troops who would overstay they contracts with the organization. That was the case of Aleksandar Skrabov who after the end of his mandate in the force of UNPROFOR joined command of “Army of Republika Srpska” (VRS). At times, the Russians contingent of mercenary fighters merged and overlapped membership with other paramilitary agents, such as Arkan’s “Tigers” and Seselj’s ·White Eagles”. From the journalist and Croatian government’ accounts they were paid approximately 200 $ a month, and promised land and housing in Serbia proper, once the conflict finalized; while the selected ones took part in Arkan’s lucrative regional oil trespass.39  Disparate international mercenaries who arrive to Croatian, Bosnian, and Kosovo battlefields apparently had nothing at stake in the conflicts; accept from prospect for adventure and relatively modest material compensation, as illustrated by declaration of one Danish citizen that engaged at least at the conflict of Kosovo. Upon his return to Denmark, the contracted solder prided him in the media on being in position to kill twenty Albanians while being paid approximately 200 Euros a month.  
 Constabulary forces 
 Unlike mercenaries, militias, and private security companies that are generally non-state paramilitary agents, whose relation with state may oscillate from disruption to cooperation, constabulary forces form part of governmental security 
                                                 
38 Ibid. 

39  Koknar , op.cit. 
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apparatus.  This, however, does not mean that special operations forces (SOF) cannot become disruptive themselves, if feel disgruntled. Just like military, SOF represents a potential internal opposition under arms that may try to override state´s constitutional order and challenge its monopoly on the use of force. Yet in the regular course of events, SOF or “special police-military intelligence, assault, anti-kidnapping, bodyguard, or SWAT units, are merely more specialized or secretive branches of larger, more public armed forces of the state.”40  Two elements of the above-cited definition deserve a special attention. First, the definition shows that constabulary forces are reflection of highly specialized division of labor within state´s coercive power. Second, Special Forces may be authorized, if national security requires so, for conduct of secretive operations where the respective government´s role will not be apparent or acknowledged publicly. 41 The former element reflects the need of states to dispose of coercive means that in organizational and professional way stand on the crossroads between police and military institutions (and are, hence, “products of desire to have the best of two words”42), which allows them to efficiently tackle task more demanding than regular policing; and for that reason border patrolling, deterring and defeating insurgents, combating terrorism and organized crime figure within their recurrent tasks. Furthermore, in addition to adding to their law-enforcement duties, some paramilitary forces have a supplementary military defense function as well, which can be activated in time of war. French Gendarmerie and Italian Carabinieri, as an example, fought in all of their countries’ major inter-state conflicts.  Due to its dual identity of police and military forces, these state appointed and paid paramilitary troops have also been labeled as “intermediary”, “third-force”, or in the European context, “Gendarmerie-style” forces – as the type of formation equally skilled to 
                                                 
40 Anthony W. Pereira, “State Formation and Violence” in Diane E. Davis and Anthony W. Pereira  Irregular 

Armed Forces and Their Role in Politics and State Formation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2003), 391.  

41 The U.S. Department of Defense, for instance, differentiates between two types of secretive special operations – 

clandestine, designed in such a way as to ensure concealment, but which are not necessary covert, as to say, concealing the 

identity of sponsor state is not a priority.  
42 Doron Zimmermann, “Between Minimum Force and Maximum Violence: Combating Political Violence Movements 

with Third-Force Options,“ PfP Consortium Qarterly Journal, Spring (2005):43-60 
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suppress internal political turmoil and fight external wars was firstly developed in France in the time of revolution, to be replicated in various countries of continental Europe at the length of 19th century. But it is the latter characteristic, namely jurisdiction to conduct secretive operations that, in the context of deficient rule of law, makes militarized police particularly susceptible to being utilized as a major tool of social control which allows arbitrary use of police force; because “where the state is weak and ineffective, local politicos and their armed retainers, along with occasional rebels and bandits, take police and judicial power into their own hands.”43 Put in a different way, if internal control mechanisms of political/judicial system are debilitated, constabulary forces may easily become instruments of internal repression which is directed against political opponents, competing governing institutions and civil society in general, or may bolster a shadowy constellation of “enforcers” which secretly serve political and security interests of national state in less formal way.  On the other hand, if combined with appropriate controlling instances, typical of democratic regimens, paramilitary formations may be the most suitable security institution to respond to sensitive treats as terrorism or political violence. Because states not only need efficient counter-measures to particular security dangers, but at the same time those suitable for democracy, as it is of importance “to make the response capability both adequate and democratically controllable (and hence politically viable).”44  That is the reason why governmental paramilitaries have acquired increasingly salient role, and most of the states at present sport certain intermediary force. Despite individual differences among security systems in each country, and the fact that “there is no such a thing as a standard gendarmerie-type force” as Andrade rightly underscores,45most of the governmental paramilitary institutions in the European context exhibit a selection of common features.  On average, they have an institutional links to both Ministry of Defense and Ministry 
                                                 
43 Martha K. Huggins “Modernity and Devolution”, in: eds., Bruce B. Cambell and Arthur D. Brenner,  Death Squads in 

Global Perspective: Murder with Deniability (New York : Palgrave, 2002), 204. 
44 Zimmermann, op.cit, 44.  
45  John Andrade, World Police and Paramilitary Forces (New York: Stockton Press, 1985),  xi 
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of the Interior; they are organized along the military lines, and are thus more centralized and hierarchical than police forces. In contrast to the regular police corps, paramilitaries are endowed with stronger suppression capabilities and heavier ordnance, such as armored cars, small planes, helicopters, patrol boats and light infantry weapons. Consequently, governmental paramilitaries are “formally civilian but effectively military in terms of its training, organization, equipment and outlook.”46 Owing to its dual identity, the ‘intermediary’ forces are better prepared than regular police to plan and undertake missions with higher coercive and/or political risk – but for which there is no conventional military requirement either. Indeed, to illustrate pre-eminence of Special Forces over military in handling sensitive operations in Afghanistan, John McLaughlin, former acting Director of the U.S. Central Intelligence noted: “special operations forces bring the mix of agility and speed. Military brings lethality.”47 What is more, there has been an inflation of governmental paramilitary forces in post-Cold War period, and security analyst Lutterbeck purports the argument that such measure came as states` response to changing nature of security treats.48  Namely, while in earlier era there was a clear-cut distinction between internal treats (taken care of by police) and external ones (commissioned to military), the current situation is characterized by challenges that defy the classical division between the realms of internal and external security. So as to successfully manage the change, provoked by international terrorism, transnational crime, illegal cross-border movements and comparable transnational treats, police and military got to converge.49 The mechanism that states considered optimal to this end was development of intermediary paramilitary agencies which sport features of both military and police; and as such, they are better equipped to deal with contemporaneous risks to national security. In consequence, many countries increased the number of forces which at least in some aspects, are 
                                                 
46 Zimmermann, op.cit. 51.  

47 Richard A.Best and Andrew Feickert, “Special Operations Forces (SOF) and CIA Paramilitary Operations: 

Issues for Congress, Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress, January (2004), 5. 

48 Derek Lutterbeck, “Between Police and Military: The New Security Agenda and the Rise of Gendarmeries,” 

Cooperation and Conflict 39, no.45 (2004), 51-52.  
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located in paramilitary domain. Therefore, in the form of conclusion, it may be noted that in post-Cold War era the growth of governmental paramilitaries is affecting both liberal democracies and states with autocratic regimes, albeit for differing reasons.   Regardless of fact that the term ‘paramilitary’ is a 20th century construction (it was coined in early 1940s, to denote Nazi-sponsored formations which secured movement rallies and disrupted those of their opponents),50 the phenomenon of governmental paramilitary force is notably more antique.  The historic roots of constabulary forces may be traced back to the Roman Empire; where the Roman center used to employ local forces – auxiliarii – for maintaining borders and internal political stability at the outskirts of the empire. What is more, in the time of war, auxiliarii would acquire residual defense role and abet what in modern terms is understood as conventional army. Henceforth, the responsibility for suppression of domestic political turmoil, which can range from unrest to intra-state war, would constitute one of the key features of future auxiliary armed formations.  The Roman model was to be frequently replicated in centuries to come, and predominantly in ethnically, religiously, and culturally multi-compound European countries. The reason lies in the fact these middle age-era antecedents of contemporary counter-insurgency units proved very efficient in maintaining the complex “empires”: they were able to restrain domestic political violence, and keep often disloyal provinces in subordinated status. The development of French Gendarmerie (Gendarmerie Nationale) provides an instructive example of how a specialized formation may become one of the central tools in nation-building plans.  Launched in late 18th century, the Gendarmerie was tasked with curtailing regional fragmentation and enforcing law and order in frequently disloyal French countryside. From the commencement these “men-at-arms” were in effect military staff, organized in military formation (brigades), and endowed with robust armament. In time of conflict, apart from policing rural areas (task that it kept to 
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present time), Gendarmes would fight along the regular army. At present this paramilitary organization has a vast array of assignments that span from “crowd control, criminal investigations, protection of critical infrastructures, investigations concerning military both inside and outside France”,51 to preventing terrorist attacks; while it’s military roots are reflected in heavier weaponry and formal ties with Ministry of Defense (although Ministry of the Interior holds the operational control).  As efficient coercive instrument that may shape state and national-building outcomes to the benefit of (centralizing) governments, the Gendarmerie-like institutions were posteriori established in Spain (Guardia Civil), Italy (Carabinieri), and in certain measure, in Austria (Bundesgendarmerie).  The socialist federal Yugoslavia disposed of the “People’s Police” (Narodna Milicija), a paramilitary organization that performed riot control and security operations, in addition to standard police functions. The force was controlled by the federal level government (federal Ministry of Interior) and relatively heavily armed with armored personnel carriers, fighting vehicles, and helicopters. In addition, its members received extensive infantry training.52 The most recurrent polygon of “People’s Police” deployment in late 1980s was the Serbian province Kosovo, where the force actuated in parallel to the republican-level paramilitaries; such was Serbian Ministry of Interior´s Special Counter-terrorist Unit (Specijalna anti-teroristicka jedinica-SAJ). The 1989 SAJ’s actuation in Kosovo with aim to suppress strike in the local coal mines that had escalated into protracted political disturbances (under lemma “more political autonomy, Kosovo should be republic, not province”), bears a clear resemblance to initial Gendarmerie’s domestic role in provincial France.  The declaration of the new state of the FRY, consisting of Serbia and Montenegro, in April 1992, did not bring about formal dissolution of Serbian Ministry of Interior´s Special Counter-terrorist Unit, but rather its marginalization at the expense of more secretive paramilitary program within state intelligence 
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infrastructure (SDB). The link between these newly created DB paramilitaries and specific Serbian-state making project will be treated in issuing chapters at great length.  
 Militias  
 The term “militia” has a Latin origin, meaning “soldiery”, as “miles” connoted solder. Yet the expression has evolved over time, following the establishment of a professional standing army. With it, militias were no longer needed for providing vital security function, and came to represent an auxiliary group of armed civilians, mobilized to provide limited military service. In present-day context, though, we can differentiate between at least two kinds of citizen militias: those that function as public institution and others that are essentially private entities. The two sub-types, which David J. Francis describes as the “First” and “the Second Generation” of civil militias, stand at opposite poles of public-private continuum;53 and may broadly be classified into pro-state armed outfits and those trying to undermine state’s coercive monopoly.   The former is organized by the state or government, normally has some kind of military training- no matter how rudimentary-, and covers urgent reserve or auxiliary military tasks should the need arise. Drawing on historical role of citizen militias in war and state building-up, countries’ legislative acts may provide for specific call onto citizen military in time of pressing national demand.54 The mobilization of such troops is not permanent, and even if they are acquainted with certain military “know-how”, their members essentially remain civilians (i.e. in 
                                                 
53 David J. Francis. “Defining and Conceptualizing Civilian Militias” in David J. Francis (ed.) Civil Militia: 
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contrast to professional soldiers).  In addition, militia’s military engagement is short-termed, and related to occasional goal which demands physical coercion, such as local civil defense in time of conflict or foreign occupation. Specialized armed civilian formations such as “presidential” or “palace guards” are also listed out as branches of the First Generation militias. It is assumed that all these units work for the national security, which is a public good, while respecting the state scrutiny and law.  In this sense they are public institutions, albeit consisting of non-professionalized agents. In theory, it is implicit that these auxiliary, government organized and controlled semi-expert force do not challenge states’ monopoly of legitimate violence but rather contribute to it – although, it should be clearly specified that history has documented numerous examples of legally established militias turning against own governments, not least to liberate co-nationals of oppressive regime.   The latter, Second-generation militias’ camp contains diverse, more or less organized irregular troops, which center on private needs of few. Commonly, these militias are organized by “diverse groups of interest and stakeholders, including governments or regimes in power, mostly with no constitutional provision or legislation legalizing their existence.”55  Apart from such “government sponsored” militias, there is a myriad of lightly armed non-state fighting groupings, with hardly any professional military skills. When they join conflict or execute related state-building operations, they do so by using traditional (often very primitive) fighting methods; furthermore, their esprit de corps and organization are not spelled out in doctrinal field manuals which guide modern armies. However, it is useful to have a deeper look at the ostensibly weaker position of the militias against the professionalized corps; due to their hyper mobility and flexibility, and ease, with which they blend with civil population, militias are able to inflict more damage on asymmetric enemy than their small arms and number might firstly suggest.   Habitually, such groups are gathered by and loyal to sub-national or sectarian leaders:  regional, ethnic, religious or tribal chefs; cocaine producers, land owners and other influential and wealthy local benefactors. On average, this 
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sub-type of civilian fighters comes into sight in war-stricken or otherwise weak, under-funded, incompetent or corrupt countries. That is the context where irregular armed groups may overtake core functions of state and intent to provide security and basic welfare to populaces (too frequently in mafia-like manner, even if they preach patriotism and community protection) – thereby putting state’s authority to the test. The exact grievances that trigger civilian mobilization into armed groups have been very distinct throughout the history, ranging from hope for self-determination and greater share in political power, security or civil liberties, to desire to protect land from degradation or religious/ethnic/social identity from perceived marginalization.56 By using the example of Africa-based militias, William Reno rightly suggests that a militia-related violence is often far from being entirely ideological or political; instead, they are  frequently moved by complex interests and employed against more unassuming targets, such as “to eliminate creditors, opponents, rivals, enemies or just persons who are not liked by others, […] to settle scores, dispossess corrupt politicians, and serve political ambitions of patrons, all motives for fighting that attracts influential and wealthy backers.”57  There were two structural factors conducive to apparition of civil militias in the Yugoslav war-making-state-making operations. First of all, the “Territorial Defense” military doctrine of the country in its socialist federative version provided a pool of people skilled to handle small weapons.  Reasoning that Belgrade was indefensible, and that national command, control, and communications facilities would thus be vulnerable, the Yugoslav military planners concluded that the federal government would be unable to control military forces throughout Yugoslavia. Thus, the governments of the various Republics were to cooperate 
                                                 
56 Gani Joses Yoroms ,“Militias as a Social Phenomenon: Towards a Theoretical Construction”, in Civil 
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with federal military authorities for regional defense.58 TND required universal military service to ensure cadres of trained soldiers throughout the country. Based on their perception of the threat, and fueled by their World War II experience, Yugoslav military training emphasized guerilla tactics in the rough terrain that makes up the bulk of the country.  Secondly, Serbia just like Bosnia, Montenegro and Albania, has gun-friendly culture, and there is “a relatively high acceptance of guns in certain parts of society”, suggest  the findings of South Eastern Europe Clearinghouse for the Control of Small Arms and Light Methods’ annual report. The authors concludes that these states won territories, liberty and independence trough arm struggle and relatively recently, thus it became part of the collective belief that “puling a gun pays of” if one is interested in construction a state. 59 Besides genuine nationalistic sentiments and media-induced fear of ‘competing’ ethnic groups, the two issues cast additional explanatory light why so many men were ready to join paramilitary detachments.   
 Private military firms  
 Recent years have witnessed widespread privatization of violence and the provision of security. That is to say, security and defense functions, once in the core of national state’s responsibilities, are being outsourced to private profit-seeking actors. Private military companies (PMC) are just one ramification of this multifaceted and fast-growing private security sector.60 The essence of PMC’s is contained in their name: they are private actors that cover security needs in exchange of money; they are organized as commercial businesses, often multinational in character; and they have an assortment of military services on 
                                                 
58 The United Nations, General Assembly, Final report of the United Nations Commission of Experts 
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59 SALW Annual Survey.“The Rifle Has the Devil Inside: Gun Culture in South Eastern Europe.” Belgrade:  
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offer, spanning from combat engagement, logistical support, training and mentoring programs of local police or army personnel (as the case with Croatian, Bosnian and Iraqi forces), to close protection and military consulting.  In most cases, the corporations in question hire retired military and elite forces personnel, or exert a pull on active soldiers by offering exceedingly generous payments.61 Despite general characterization as non-state security providers, particular PMCs may operate only with corresponding governmental license, what brings them closer to definition of proxy, i.e. actor that participate in conflict as a substitute for government, if the latter may not, or wish not to acknowledge own interference in specific political and/or territorial encounter. That is the case of Virginia-based Military Professional Resources Incorporated (MPRI), which acts only with an explicit consent of the U.S. Administration. MPR’s involvement is the only acknowledged private military company which took part in the latest round of Balkan wars and state construction, and will be treated in greater detail shortly after.  Private military industry is experiencing a period of rapid advancement in worldwide context. Nonetheless, the driving forces behind this growth have been different in developed states and European central and eastern zones. In the western hemisphere, privatization of military tasks came as a result of widespread public aversion to combat casualties. Put in another way, subcontracting sensitive missions to private corporations was made part of mechanism envisaged to answer on complex dilemma “who or what will respond to tomorrow’s Rwanda?”62Duffield virtuously summarized this “non-casualty” sentiment which major governments and their populaces display in the moment of sending domestic troops to distant wars: “Northern politicians are increasingly aware of the negative public opinion that can arise from combat deaths in today’s less formal conflicts.”63  Therefore, outsourcing to private contractors proved to be a response to intense internal 
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debates about how Western armies should respond to modern-day challenges of irregular warfare and peace operations.   On the other side, in areas such as South East Europe, proliferation of private military sector is an end result of downsizing military manpower, often prescribed as one measure from compulsory package of reforms that lead to membership in North Atlantic military structures (i.e., OTAN and its Partnership for Peace Program).64 To equalize each and every one private military company with supplier of mercenaries is to oversimplify the complexity of the problem involved. Yet because certain military firms do employ foreign soldiers that fit mercenary outlook, all PMC’s got the unsavory label of mercenary agents. What is more, within academic and international organizations’ worlds they are often regarded as “the most novel brand of mercenarism” or “corporate dogs of war.” 65  In 2003, the UN Commission on Human Rights has made specific references to PMCs in this context and advised states to take an outmost precaution against private security companies that offer mercenary services from its catalogue of military and strategic assistance. Furthermore, the Commission “requested all States […] to impose a ban on such companies’ intervening in armed conflicts or actions to destabilize constitutional regimes.”66 At least one private security firm was involved in wars on territory of the former Yugoslavia. It was the Military Professional Resources Incorporated; the company that endorsed lucrative contracts with Croatian and Bosnian governments in dawn of Dayton /Paris Peace Agreement, within specific authorization scheme of the U.S. State Department. The subsequent military assistance provided for by two contracts was a catalyst for the incipient modernization and professionalization of Republic of Croatia’s and Sarajevo-
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government’s armed forces. The successive lines show how the MPRI’s involvement had a decisive role in ending the Bosnian conflict, and shaping regional post-war military realities.  The employment of Virginia-based MPRI was, in effect, one component of multipart U.S. strategy to end the four years-long conflict. The U.S. Administration’s plan consisted, first, in forceful debilitation of Serb’s military positions in Croatia and Bosnia. By that means, territorial balance on the ground would change in benefit of Croatian and Muslim side, and doors would be open for political and territorial settlement. The second element, then, consisted in making all warring factions to sign and meet the terms of U.S. brokered peace agreement. To meet this end, the U.S. had to change the military and armament balance to the profit of Bosnian Muslim; and 1994 illegal arms shipments proceeding from Iran and other Muslim regimes to Sajevo government, tolerated by the Clinton administration, originate from this phase.67 At the same time, the U.S. government contracted 45 private MPRI’s border controllers to prevent Bosnian Serb army from resupplying in Serbia proper. This limited MPRI intervention was soon followed by more ambitious project of transforming Croatian army into modern and effective force, capable of crushing the Serbian insurgency in Krajina. As indicated by Peter Galbraight, the then U.S. ambassador to Croatia and former Croatian president's words to his generals:   
 "There was a mutually beneficial understanding that Tudjman would save Bihac [thereby curtailing Bosnian Serb’s military might] and the international community would leave him to restore order in his own Krajina backyard. The only conditions were that the operations are swift and no crimes against the civilian population are committed.” 68  
  In late July 1995, the Washington administration brokered a Croatian-Bosnian treaty for mutual defense, allowing Croatian army-already upgraded and 
                                                 
67 The action incited controversies and Congress investigations. United States Senate, Republican Policy 
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modernized- to operate on Bosnian soil. The following step was preparation of efficient military mission that could eliminate Serbian resistance in Krajina region, and reintegrate it into Croatian national space. It was assumed that, once hampered in Croat battle fields, the Serbian military muscle would loosen in Bosnia too.  .  .  .  The task of transforming Croatian troops (HV) into an advantageous and skilful modern army was outsourced to MPRI in September 2004; and it was this trespass of military know-how what allowed Croat forces to penetrate and overrun Serbian defences in Croatia in question of months. The new military relevance of HV was firstly noted in May 1995, when it launched offensive on Western Slavonia (Operation Flash –Bljesak). However, it was several months later, in operation Desert Storm, that the Croatian side achieved decisive operational success. The Serb autonomous region was coerced back to Croatian control, and path was opened for negotiated settlement for Bosnia.     If the role of MPRI’s consultants within the U.S. “Training for Democracy” program in lying foundations for operation Storm was explicitly acknowledged on a later date, the exact scope of military assistance provided before and during the mission remains shadowy.69 It is now out of doubt that MPRI and its retired U.S. military advisers, including ex-chief of military intelligence, , , , trained Croatian land, air and maritime troops for multi-front battles. According to military analysts’ assessment, the Croat Army applied particular warfare tactic that was a hallmark of the American army, and represent, in itself, an additional proof of MPRI involvement. The mission in question consisted of “integrated air, artillery, and infantry movements, as well as maneuver warfare targeted against Serbian command, control, and communication systems;”70 and in period prior to the 1990s, this Air-Land battle template was envisaged and practiced by the U.S. military with intention to rebuff eventual attack from Warsaw-pact states.  Shortly afterward it would be employed with success in operation Desert Strom in Iraq. Then, following the four years of Croatian Serb’s disobedience to government in Zagreb, the 100,000 strong Croat troops (divided between HV and HVO units) attacked defiant region of Krajina on August 1 1995; the mission was titled Strom. 
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Because the end result- reintegration of area into the Croatian national territory- was coupled with gross human rights abuses, and forceful exile of Serb populace, the role of U.S. Administration (whether it was explicit or exercised trough private contractors) was posteriori subjected to critique. The view of Susan Woodward, Balkan specialist from is exemplary in this regard:  
 “They [the American military consultants] were actually accomplices in this grand ethnic cleansing of Serbs from Croatia, who had lived there for centuries. That was their home. I think that we should be objective. Because other way, we not only deny our principles, but also create new problems instead of solving the existing ones.”71  
 However, journalist accounts sustain that military assistance to Croatian side might had been broader than previously acknowledged by interested parties. It is reported that limited air campaign was launched in support of Croatian ground troops, with aircrafts flying in to Krajina from American base in Aviano (Italy). In addition, there are records of psychological warfare and the U.S.-style equipment used to cut Serbian forces’ radar and other military communication systems.72 The following step by the U.S. envoy Richard Holbrook was to mediate a treaty between Croat and Bosnian government (the Washington Agreement) that would allow Croat troops, already upgraded and modernized, to fight on Bosnian soil. The military fall of Knin, Krajina’s political and cultural center, had a demoralizing effect on Serbian fighters; and it was followed shortly after by successful ground offensive of combined Croat and Muslim troops in the Bosanska Krajina. The punitive, two-week long NATO air strikes on Bosnian Serb strongholds were a final step that shifted the military balance prevailing since war’s initial. Once the Serb lost territorial supremacy they enjoyed since 1992, the scene was set for territorial division of Bosnia, in conformity with 51(the Croat-Muslim federation) - 41 (Republika Srpska) formula – a provision that was in the core of 1995 Dayton/Paris Peace Agreements. By this means the treaty solved the 
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territorial stalemate and put an end to 1992-1995 war fight. It also, inter alia, provided for reduction of military manpower of all tree adversary sides.73   Nonetheless, it was the Military Professional Resources Incorporated who supplied final tuning to the new military reality of the post-Yugoslav zone. Moreover, trough indirectly determining the form, strength, self-image and position of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia’s coercive might in the post-war regional context, the company   played a secondary and non-conventional role in sketching the military dimension of the ramp Yugoslavia’s state-building process.  In 1995, the Bosnian federation signed one-year removable contract with the firm; according to press releases, MPRI employees thus helped design Bosnia’s defense strategy, train the Croat-Muslim federation’s soldiers, and instructed them on use of modern ordnance. Therefore, even if it was the Dayton agreement that slimmed down military forces, and instructed sweeping police and military reforms, it was the private military company that shaped final operative outlook and effectiveness of regional military contingents. 74 The key provision of the agreement and subsequent privately contracted “equip and train” was to create a military balance in Bosnia, and that was to be achieved by a combination of arms control and empowerment of Bosnian troops – what need to be done was “sending the clear message of deterrence against future Serbian aggression.”;75 and since 
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the troops of Bosnian Serbs (Army of Republika Srpska) had been inextricably linked to its Belgrade-based counterpart (Yugoslav Army-VJ), the MPRI work with the Bosnian Federation indirectly influenced the regional positioning and strength of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia post-war armed forces. 76 Security Intelligence Agencies 
  A number of states develop internal security agencies that combine intelligence gathering and coercive capability. Normally, such institutions have a special imperative in their daily tasks, i.e. the imperative for secrecy. This makes them particularly conducive to housing extra-judicial armed squads or “shadow warriors” that may be employed in forging state or regime’s interests, including the state-building. Such misuse of the intelligence capabilities- information gather, expertise in surveillance, handling of sensitive data etc. is typical for authoritarian regimes (the Soviet Union-era KGB or Brazilian SNI provide illustrative examples. 77  To avoid this situation, intelligence services should operate in the framework of rule of law. Special challenge arises in the sense of establishing the controlling mechanisms so as the agencies would be accountable for its work to general public, and subject to parliamentary overview. Otherwise, there is a risk of gross violations under the veil of secrecy and protection of national security.78 Why the Serbian regime in 1990-2002 periods was able to utilize police, constabulary and intelligence agencies in repressive and secretive actions related to the state crafting says a lot about Serbia’s institutional and democratic controlling mechanisms over the work of law enforcement and security establishment.  
 

                                                                                                                                                      
for Bosnian leaders to sign the agreement; yet the strategy of ending the war trough class of arm race was later 

criticized, as it was conducive to deeper disintegration between the two federal units.  
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Big state issues behind the small arms   
Establishment of a monopoly over the means of coercion: the essence of state making  
 As put forward by the historian Charles Tilly, the first task of all wonna-be sovereigns, if they wish to sculpt states out of a given population and territory, is to successfully enforce monopoly over legitimate force. This is because the modern state is the first and foremost the embodiment of some sovereignty, that is to say, supreme authority within well-defined territorial area. The violence, or threat of its use, is deep-seated in its foundations and state is the only organization that may use it lawfully. This unique characteristic of states in comparison with other social agents appears because states facilitate a special service: they are agencies to which citizens render own capacity for violence in exchange for security and shielding.79 At this point precisely are where states ground their legitimization, and where their portrayals of “peace-making agencies” or “protecting rackets” emerge from.80 Put differently, those states which are modern projects claim loyalty and legitimacy in exchange of their “promise to evacuate organized (and sometimes random) violence from political life, to provide at least the minimal conditions of 
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order, and perhaps (although not always) to support some measure of representativeness in its political institutions.81  Before heading on with the chapter, the very notion of state should be clarified.  What is understood here by the term “state” is a specific type of state, namely, its modern version. As maintained by Weber’s célèbre theory, the subject in question is a political organization that comes into being from successful blending of tree basic elements, namely sovereignty, territory and people.82 In 
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other words, states are organizations which attempt to exercise direct authority over a geographically bounded territory trough a set of institutions which may include bureaucracy, courts, military and police.  But even as such institutional web is a functional core of state, and allows it to administer, monitor and regulate the society, and extract revenues from it, state structures cannot be reduced to simple institutional designs of monopolized coercion and national taxation;83 this is because states need, if they are to last, garments which glue and maintain institutions, territories and peoples together – and these amalgamating garments usually come in the form of common sentiments, real or imaginary. Therefore, modern states should best be understood as social entities which try to dominate over the political and economic activities of a territorially defined and bounded populace, at the same time as they “unite the people subjected under its rule by means of homogenization, creating a common culture, symbols, values, reviving traditions and myths of origin, and sometimes inventing them.” 84  Materialization of state power requires reunification of various elements. As we can see, state building is a term that “refers broadly to the development of state institutions”,85 but does not stop there. In practice, the imperative for erecting viable states translates into a set of interdependent and multifaceted policies:  • territorial consolidation,  • increased bureaucratization (i.e. growth of institutional infrastructure),  • production of collective myths and symbolism  
 Therefore, only those leaders who managed to control own lands and populaces while eliminating foreign enemies and forging communal myths could provide their political and territorial entities with the status of state. In order to succeed, statesmen’s ardor for crafting new states would generically center on aforesaid tasks and notions - even if leaders’ principal goal had been maximization of 
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personal power while accompanying state-building agendas became an unintended by-result of initial fight for governing positions. There is a long list of brutal political and/or military characters who found themselves in lead of new states and unrecognized mini-states that have formed since 1991 on the territory of what used to be the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, wrote military sociologist Fairbanks in 1995. “Enter Ratko Mladic, Dzhaba Ioseliani, and Surat Hudeinov. They are usually driven by the desire for money or raw power or by pointless grudges rather than by the ambition that builds states”. 86  For establishing the counters of modern states, what power holders firstly need is to fabricate and/or dominate durable instruments of surveillance and control of and within the state’s territory. The second prerequisite for successful state-building and/or reshaping is the incessant flow of economic resources.  The recurring procedures for acquiring instruments of  violence throughout the late medieval European history were, as Tilly shows, seizing, making, or buying means of coercion – that is, means which center on “armed force, but extend to facilities for incarceration, expropriation, humiliation, and publication of treats.”87 Once in possession of coercive means, sovereigns-to-be engage in  four-tier mutually reinforcing process of state-forming, namely elimination of internal competitors, attacking rivals outside territory already claimed by the state, negotiation and protection of allies whether inside or outside the state’s claimed territory and, extraction from its subjects.88  The profound relationship between state and violence portrayed above would only get stronger in times of conflict, several authors emphasized. The causal link between coercion, battlefields and the contemporary aspect of European political and territorial map, has been investigated with such detail, that it is one of the most academically treated tendencies of European political development.  Offering abundant historic detail (without disregarding individual cases where it was peaceful manners, comparable to “intelligent use of existing resources and increased cooperation between rulers and ruled”,  that made late 
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medieval states appear and grow),89 scholars of comparative state formation argue for the pivotal role of military conflict in refining political organizations and institutions – to the point of claiming that “the very institution of the state is widely conceived of as inseparable from war.”90 During centuries the use of war became even more associated with the state, maintain historians and political analysts, so that it is now “difficult to imagine tracing the historical development of the world system’s most powerful  states without frequent reference to the interactions of war-making and state-making processes.”91 Some have tried to offer fresh and upgraded account of developmental patters of modern Europe emphasizing that not all warfare leaves the same long-lasting mark: only a number of protracted, all-mobilizing conflicts such were the Thirty Years War or the Napoleonic wars 150 years later, had potential for producing gross architectonical changes in prevailing modes of social and political organization which in turn enhanced state power. 92   In this classical theoretical variation of how mayor European states came into being and how the states have consolidated after their independence, war is regarded as a great catalyst for state development. The underlying logic the paradigm summarized in Samuel P. Huntington’s “the war was the great stimulus to state-building” and Charles Tilly’s catch-phrase “war made the state and the state made war”, is threefold. 93  To begin with, in pre-18th century Europe (a period on which the theoretical model is based), wars were primordially territorial issues. Then, territories and frontiers were not regarded as primordial brute facts that rules must had taken as givens, hence the war was a chance to refine the borders of territories and peoples, 
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to bring them to desired dimensions. In other words, when pursuing wars, statesmen could endeavor to “right-size” their states and to “right-people” them.94 Secondly, protracted conflicts created a strong demand for uninterrupted and abundant inputs of capital, military personnel and weaponry. The most noticeable effect of this pressure was a permanent inflation of emerging states’ bureaucratic might. Namely, once in warfare, leaders needed ever more efficient administrative apparatuses if they were to extract sufficient quantities of profit, draftees and other war-related practicalities from people that resided in their lands. The supplying of fighters, extraction of revenues and financial and military managements made the state multiply the number of civil servants and bureaucratic departments. What is more, war or threat of war made their demands more legitimate, and helped collection/expropriation pass with less public resistance. As a final point, collective violence and wartime issues were all very powerful generators of amalgamating myths and sentiments; “war created important symbols around which a disparate population could unify and bond with the state in a manner which legitimized the capitol’s authority.”95  Figures of soldiers and remembrance of battles (both won and lost) have been among the most instrumental in achieving symbolic social unity; and are deeply entrenched into the collective imaginary of states and their polities.  Even at present stage, “there are probably no symbols more strongly tied to the state than the flag and the military uniform - both of which date back only to the 17th century.”96  As described in the preceding paragraphs, war served as a testing ground for numerous “statelets” that mushroomed over centuries. Only structures strong enough to organize and maintain coercion (fighters and their supply), extraction (requisition, crediting and finally taxation) and correct levels of internal homogeneity could progress on. If they were able enough to “ride the upward 
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spiral of the coercion-extraction cycle” they would have make it; “the rest have been swallowed up.”97  The most reliable adjunct to ambitious princes in pre-modern European state-building projects, Tilly’s argument goes, was the loyal army. In the period between fifteenth to seventeenth centuries, when principal Western European states were decisively shaped, the armies were mostly personal or rental. The advantage of this recruiting method was the easiness with which mercenary soldiers would assemble (“pay them and they would come. Pay them again and they would leave”.) But flocks of mercenaries proved overly capital-intensive, and would often desert battle-lines if given a chance; they were an unreliable ally whose confidence would last only as long one was paying them or even less.  Thus, the large professional armies were slowly developed, to become a principal hallmark of modern national states. In parallel, taxation of national economy turned into leading way of funding state-making.  Constructing states is a costly business and what was need was the incessant flow of economic resources to cover expenses of the security apparatus and other governing functions. In modern times, such disbursements are dealt by means of taxes, that is, “regularly paid compulsory levies on private units to produce revenues to be spent for public purposes.”98 However, in the European experience this achievement was regularized from the 18th century and on; the construction of modern states which had commenced with the feudalism’ crises, was paid by loans, taxes and booty -an extra military compensation from pillage, extortion and piracy. During pre-modern times, rulers “resorted to foreign bankers who extracted high prices for their services, enlisted cooperation of magnates […], and built cumbersome fiscal apparatuses in the process of taxing a resistant, penniless population.”99 In the moments when local economy was worse off and taxes provided small profit, statesmen could turn to long-range borrowing, but  
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those that could borrow at home and consolidate own fiscal powers were less exposed to dependency from foreign centers.  The sporadic and chaotic resource extraction from residents was, of course, an ancient affair, probably as old as the first social organizing. But the novelty of  late middle ages was that these became regular and organized, and embedded into the roots of modern states and citizenry – to the point where “the apparatus it [taxing] requires, the relationship between tax-state and tax-subject it defines, and the sheer resources it generates make the consideration of taxation essential to any explanation of modern state.”100 But do the contemporary state-makers resort to the same extraction and mobilization mechanisms? If not, what stands in their way?  
 Contemporary state-building: a process under external constrain  One of the principal insights of this work into the stream of theoretical knowledge on how the modern states are constructed is that it fails to perceive the change in the international context. The next paragraph takes a brief analytic oversight to determine in which measure the standard theoretical account of state-building, presented in the previous subsection, holds its value and explanatory power for the countries emerging in post-Cold war security culture.  First of all, what can be drawn from the case of post-Yugoslav state building is the continuing authority of war-state nexus; despite the initial, post-bipolar optimism, generated under impression of calm transformation of the Baltics and the Czechoslovakian federal union, which gave way to contentions that war is diminishing from European soil, the example of violent disintegration of Yugoslavia indicates how conflicts is still a powerful companion and facilitator of state-building struggles.   Further contention of the célèbre theory – that “irregulars” are only a passing reference in historical development that steps aside for uniformed professional soldier, fighting on behalf of national-state – is more problematic. This 
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methodological optics treats sub-national formations more of the problem than a solution for creating state structures; is theoretical provisions focus more on linear path of state development where states inexorably eliminate internal private violence (not rely on it), and establish firm centralized control over the coercive means in pair with taxing economy and citizenship rights; then, it would be professional, uniformed army who fights for state formative and national interests, and doing so in large battlefields against symmetric enemies. Accordingly, the most of the scholarship on relation between state and coercion focused on regular professional army as the most significant referent of nation development; and in parallel, the notion of private or semi-private fighters became marginal, if not outright discredited and associable with barbaric pre-modern past.101 In this way, in classic theoretical explanations of European state-building marauders, militiamen and many other coercive instruments which in modern, post-18th century terms are labeled “non-conventional”, “auxiliary” or irregular, are seconded to the margins of traditional state-construction patterns – despite their decisive and unavoidable involvement in shaping the European nation-states of an early modern era. From times immemorial to the late middle ages, these were the only security agents were the only security agents available and their impact on defining territorial silhouettes of modern states, in empowering conscription patterns, in making the revenue extraction viable and in preparing groundwork for professional standing armies, were remarkable.  It was probably this methodological blinder that made the explosion of the number of sub-national irregular fighters in conflicts which marked the waning years of 20th century appear so novel and surprising. Furthermore, what this study tries to argument (and what is the proposed corrective to prevailing theories of 
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state-building) is that growing salience of international norms, which I have categorized as “new international normative network” is partially accountable for mushrooming of non-professionalized actors with small arms.  At present time, state-building occurs in systemically changed security and diplomatic environment, where norms of inter-state behavior as sanctity of a country’s territory are firmly in place.  The spread of rules of mutual recognition of states now prevent the – in other historical times - very common phenomenon of annexation of territories or undermining of political independence. The context where since the end of the Second World War states have to justify the use of force in international affairs, is radically different from past epochs when monarchs could engage in hostilities for territorial expansion, community interests or prestige at own will and in any time frame.  In the second place, there is in this day and age a plethora of international entities attentive to possible breaches of peace or human rights standards in civil intra-state conflicts that have not been covered by postulated legislation proscribing the aggressive war (the most important being the United Nations’ Charter, and in further detail, its 2(4) article).102 Most of them have no legal enforcing mechanism, but use what due to the increased susceptibility of general public to human rights norms has became a very powerful corrective – namely, public “naming and shaming”.  The third element which composes the contemporary international scrutiny milieu is the enforcement of international justice mechanisms. The courts which unfolded and matured from military to civilian and from ad hoc to permanent institutions,  now held individuals (political and/or state leaders, instigators, organizers, abettors, etc.), not states as abstract entities, criminally liable if the countries’ politics were based on war crimes, or crimes against peace and humanity.  Another pillar of the gross architectonic modifications of the international system is the intense media coverage. The penetration of modern media into the political developments worldwide is so profound that it turns conflicts and abusive states much more visible than before. The media have become part of “war game”, observed Mary Kaldor, suggesting that public opinion as shaped by broadcasters is 
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taken into account in any analysis of policies and decision making related to the international use of force.103 Their role has become so prominent that they can seriously alter or impinge on steps of governing elites. The view of Michael Rose, the NATO official, when stating that in Bosnia all cameras were pointed to the cities, and in meantime one could do whatever atrocity one wanted in remote rural zones, gives practical evidence of this contention.104  This study takes a view that the new normative international framework has strong implications for contemporaneous state-building processes. Statesmen with state-making in mind now carry an additional burden – the scrutiny of numerous supervisory bodies. Their dilemma is: how to design foreign policy to eliminate what in Tilly’s terms were “external enemies” that might have been seen as indispensible for successful statehood, but without shattering a red of international rights and guarantees?  In many cases, particularly among developed democracies, the new security culture created antagonism towards settling disputes and protecting national and state interests by violent means (at least in mutual treatment, if not towards the third states).  But in other cases, the external constrain may be conducive to greater involvement of extra-judicial or irregular paramilitary forces when state-building is planned.105 Leaders, at least those who care deeply for their image, may be compelled not abandon state-making agenda, but rather to drove it underground. Since the use of professional standing army is placed under restriction, state-builders are tempted to outsource their plans – perceived as morally or legally unacceptable in the modern international system - to a series of private armed actors with or without official patron. In this manner, they are able to disseminate 
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the image of compliance with prevailing security and diplomatic culture; and fulfill the policy goal of avoiding condemnation and possible ostracism from a family of responsible, law-abiding states. It is thus, an underlying assumption of this work that accumulating international pressure was envisaged to make difficult and cumbersome for state leaders to infringe the humanitarian law. In continuation, what seems important to note in analysis of contemporaneous state construction processes, and will be argued in continuation, is that leaders are attentive to change, and may look for sideways as to achieve what they understand as primal state and/or national interest.  Yet, this study would like to stress how that reliance on “irregulars” (mercenaries, un-authorized secretive constabulary forces, extra-legal government-sponsored militias, etc.) may entail negative consequences for the emerging state and its democratic record. In other words, the policy of outsourcing violence to them may backfire, and result in irregular and criminalized warfare, and inasmuch irregular and criminalized state-building – perverting the initial intentions of the new normative security framework, and debilitating the  new (or re-constructed) state in the longer run.  As will be discussed in the next chapter against the backdrop of the selected case study, the “irregulars” may penetrate the new state structures and communal myths, thus precluding any effective action against their criminalized behavior. In addition, their status of “national and state makers”, coupled with more or less implicit links with state agencies, provides them with impunity much before the new polity may build successful fences against them. The process of state (re) construction is a peculiar political time, it is a further supposition of this study, and how one gets to the independent state influences in great measure how that state will look like; the posterior deficiencies of strength, democracy and the rule of law are directly related to the policy choices during the state-making.  The need to secure positive international image and plausible deniability is by no means to imply that militias and other irregular troops are utilized only to hide one state’s influence in particular foreign policy outcome. Private and semi-private paramilitary agents are often recurred to because there is no other force around. This is particularly present in decolonized or recently independent states; the elites of such structures, just like their counterparts in pre-18th century period, 
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rely on militias and mercenaries in the context where regular professional army has not been built yet. Fairbanks’ 1995 inquiry of the civil-military realities of the 33 newly established political structures, including 11 unrecognized and short-lived state-like entities that had vanished since (Srpska Krajina in Croatia, Croat-ruled Herzeg-Bosna, and the most folkloric of all – the “Western Bosnia”, in vigor just for a week time and revolving around the local Bosnian warlord, Fikret Abdic) is illustrative in this regard. Only few had regular armies at the time, but even they relied on informal militias, adventurers, mercenaries, or foreign formations. His detailed findings are as follows:   “The new states I am discussing are full of armed men, some with weapons as large and sophisticated as tanks and armored personnel carriers, but many of these men do not belong to modern armies. They are not regular soldiers, but irregulars or militiamen. Their characteristic type of organization is not the modern military formation structured by impersonal commitment to the state and the chain of command, but rather a loosely bound group-often with a charismatic personality at the center - which one joins or leaves spontaneously. […] The result is a “disordered warfare”, high technology coupled with improvisation, weapons of great firepower which yet lack adequate control mechanisms from both the military and humanitarian points of view.”106   There is another factor than the two numbered above which exerts influence over the choice of armed force in times of conflict and state-assembling. The support from influential governments and international bodies is not the only one needed to motivate a country to instigate a war and state effort; the local populace too, should be embedded into high levels of motivation to endure, sometimes very difficult, transition towards the independent statehood; therefore, in order to legitimate the strategy, regimes often embark on propaganda platform, portraying a fight as a just “self-defense” and civil militias as voluntary “citizens under arms” – even if they actually follow particular interests of a party, warlord or individual agency/official, rather than being spontaneously engaged in “self-determination”. Since the UN Charter does not permit the use of inter-state force except in exercise of self-defense (or collective security) while adding up voluntary units to the regular military in war is permitted by both domestic and international norms, 
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depicting all paramilitaries as legitimate militias and voluntaries is a recurrent practice, and is directed to both domestic and foreign public.  Likewise, the actual governments’ decisions to take their societies along the path of war and state-building should generally be synchronized with the prevailing ideological stands and views of influential powers. In early 1990, the key ideological position was that of “liberation from communism” and “return to Europe.” Hence, in the case of belligerents in the former Yugoslavia, Croatia and Slovenia insisted that the conflict was not nationalist, but ideological - “between Milosevic’s Bolshevism and the free-market democratic spirit. “107 Accordingly, all their militiamen were depicted as “national liberators” in pro-democracy plead, even if some adjusted to the definition of party paramilitaries or extra-legal police troops. For Serbia on the other hand, Croatian and Bosnian wars were fought for preservation of Yugoslavia and, more explicitly, for the right of Serb minorities in Croatia and Bosnia to self-determination; ostensibly, it was a conflict in which Serbia proper did not participate.108 What is more indicative, the entire flock of 
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paramilitaries and irregulars was represented either as voluntary and “spontaneously” raised civilian force – albeit that it was soon evident that genuine militias, organized for self-defense and operating in municipality of residence or close neighborhood solely, made just a minor presence in the Serb-held territories of Croatia and Bosnia. The rest have been organized, manipulated, armed and controlled by emissaries send from Belgrade capital.109  In practice though, the above listed motives for reliance on paramilitaries rather than on regular army, mix and blend over time, as it will be shown on the example of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in 1991 to 2000 period.  The sides to civil war are more likely to resort to secretive paramilitary formations in their state-building strategies; not only because there have no professional armies in their reach, but also for the reason that such kind of warfare, on average, implies coercive actions against civilians – therefore the greater need for “shadowy” warriors, if the positive international standing and sympathies are to be maintained. Wars with an ethnic component are especially appalling in a sense of widespread abuses of civil population, its property and cultural symbols. In this context, polarization between ethnic communities is normally concluded by fights for competing lands; the victory implies rendering territory inhabitable for rival group, if not forcible elimination of the group itself.  As this typically entails ethnic cleansing, forced deportation, elimination of property, residential and religious objects, and other gross violations of the laws and customs of war, regular militaries are more reluctant to join, due to the international scrutiny mechanisms. The consequence is that military effort gets to be realized against the background of specific division of warfare labor, where the regular army leads large strategic ground and/or air campaigns, while irregulars/paramilitaries are used as reconnaissance or assault troops for house-to-house actions.  
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In sum, the likely results of governments’ attempts to maintain stipulation of “plausible deniability” and their considerable attention to positive external image concerns when meddling in other states/communities’ affairs, is outsourcing of  state-building to sub-national armed groups. Apart from fighting, paramilitaries provide other related services as well; they appear as skillful middlemen in shadowy economy of war, providing leaders with their splits of “non-budgetary” revenues; as suppliers of smuggled arms and related material practicalities of war (since the conflict zones are normally cut off from legal publicly arranged arms shipment businesses, in an effort to control the conflict externally), and as praetorians for respective regimes in domestic partisan political infighting. It is not rare that they also inspire collective agglutinating myths and symbols, and provide basic social cohesion to the new political structures. This, in part, explains the mushrooming of non-state paramilitaries (or constabularies legitimately established, alas illegally used) in the post-Cold War period – that is, sidelining of regular militaries at the benefit of “nongovernmental irregular formations, nongovernmental formations with official patrons, and armed formations that move in and out of the government’s ambit.”110 As noticed in relation to the Kosovo conflict, since the end of bipolarization and greater prominence of human rights norms, there is already sound “evidence that state-sponsored killers are working harder to hide evidence of their acts, in order to escape punishment from international courts.”111   Like it will be argued on the base of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia case, such paramilitary involvement leaves a negative imprint – not least to the very contracting government - because they contain a potential to weaken the emerging state institutions in the long run. The analysis of this object of study suggests that not only does the privatization and de-professionalization of military action inflicts great pain to civil populace couth in the conflict, but it also lays groundwork for criminalization and de-legitimization of the new state.... The employment of “irregulars” in the realization of Greater Serbia and in protecting the then governing regime made this force constitute the primary military arm of the 
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nation-state; the Serbian government relied on them to circumvent the power of the Yugoslav People’s Army but also to fight proxy wars in near abroad. At the same time as the international pressure mounted for Serbia to stop trespassing coercion and influence into already independent, Croatia and Bosnia (and later to a the province of Kosovo), the paramilitaries also became the key business entrepreneurs, taking the state on devastating path from regular taxing economy to the client-based and highly corrupted one. The result was a loss of order, which made this particular contemporary state-making    outfit resemble more the pre-modern than the more recent (post-Westphalian) past.  This is not to be understood as the argument that “irregulars” and illicit revenue extraction are novel foreign policy tools; as we saw in the previous chapter, these have been driving state building projects for centuries. Apparently, robbery, smuggling and taking booty- a supplementary military payment –, in pair with “soldiering” by different kinds of paramilitaries, have been in political arena for a long. Yet the contemporary distinctiveness is that they now stand outside the modern variant of the post-Westphalian state system, which demands ordered taxing economies, professional armies, and respectfulness of codified standards that the countries of the world have set for humane conduct in war and peace, such are, to name just a few, the Geneva Conventions, or the International Treaty Against the Organized Crime. In the optics of modern comparative state development, the here listed mechanisms should be considered outdated instruments for constructing state structures; however, there are utilized even in contemporaneous times, and what we suggest to be the most powerful explanatory factor is the new normative framework (and its enforcement agencies) and greater pressure for state-makers to maintain the presumption of “plausible deniability.”  This argument, nonetheless, makes it more appropriate to ask not whether there is a new paradigm of state-building, typical of the post-Cold War period, but instead, which elements of it are pre-modern, modern or simply more accentuated than before.  Before testing the presented assertions against the selected case study, few additional explanations of “plausible deniability” and how precisely does it relates to contemporary use of paramilitaries are in place.  
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The Principle of Plausible Deniability  
 Paramilitary formations may operate as free agents, i.e. without any official or extra-official support from the government. Once they join the conflict, their status of combatants is secured by the Geneva Conventions (except in the case of mercenaries, who have this entitlement denied)112; and this position before the international law provides them in case of capture or imprisonment, a right to decent treatment, protection from dangers of war, medical care, and contact with the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). In return, paramilitary actors should fight under clear chain of command, wear easily identifiable insignias, and comply with laws and customs of war. Yet the legal position of paramilitary forces (in particularly militias, mercenaries, and death squads) before domestic law may be much more obscure, especially in states that are sides to an on-going conflict.  Actually, the advantage of paramilitaries if they are created or at least tolerated by the national state, lays in the fact that they “can provide control options that neither national budgets nor political opinion could support.”113 In other words, irregular paramilitaries are a suitable tool for domestic and foreign policy operations in which the hand of government (which seeks international respect) is to remain hidden. Using the para-institutional forms of control, thus, governments may re-direct domestic and international opinion away from state violence, because the responsibility is transferred to ostensibly “rough” elements (usually of nationalistic, religious, clannish, or regional identity). The latter, then, are publicly depicted as spontaneously gathered and outside of any governmental control whatsoever. As a consequence, the regimes in question are, on the surface, distanced from violence, and may continue with covert campaign, whether it was repression of domestic populace, interference in other states’ affairs, or both.  The driving motive behind states’ attempts to use paramilitaries as sub-contracted service for unlawful or unmoral violence is to lower the political costs 
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of their [states’] repressive goals.114 In other words, governments go through troubles to uphold the image of on non-transgressors of humanitarian good practices, because they wish to avoid condemnation and ostracism from the international community that might follow.  The work of Janice E. Thomson defends that such game of outsourcing violence to achieve plausible deniability - the ability of government to disavow any official knowledge of involvement in the action-, is not new, but rather recurrent option in the historical context. In her study, the author purports the thesis that clandestine cooperation between ambitious state leaders and private thugs is not a novel technique for achieving foreign policy goals. Namely, from the mid-Middle Age the European rulers developed the doctrine as to avoid responsibility for certain actions abroad, which could result in highly lucrative material gains. 
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humanitarian standards and civilian liberties in domestic policies. With the doctrine of humanitarian 

intervention, the idea that “the international community” may override state’s sovereignty if it engages in 

blatant maltreatment of own people, came into prominence. With it, the excessive domestic repression came 

closer from being seen as morally inappropriate to being internationally sanctioned.   
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Accordingly, they would get in touch with private pirates and muggers on the international market of mercenaries; if the “private mission” that sovereign previously had approved, would  result successfully, he received a fraction of booty. If the “private action would, hitherto fail, and cause a quarrel with another state, sovereign would verbally dissociate himself from the mission, claiming that it was just another private deed in which he was by no means involved.115  But in contrary to the Middle Ages, now it is remarkably harder for abusive rulers to pass unnoticed, due to penetration of global media into contemporary politics “A global regulatory system monitoring state violence has come into being, influencing the ways in which the states behave;”116 and as it was commented in regard to the war in Bosnia, certain military actions can be purported only at the price of international scandal. 
 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
115 Janice E. Thomson, Mercenaries, Pirates, and Sovereigns: State Building and Extraterritorial Violence in 

Early Modern Europe (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1994), 21.  

116 Ron James, Frontiers and Ghettos: State Violence in Serbia and Israel, (Berkley and Los Angeles: 

University of California Press, 2003), 193.    
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Paramilitaries and the post-Yugoslav statecraft 
In analytical terms, this study anchors the violence carried out by irregular paramilitary groups within a specific context of failed transition to democracy and against the historical backdrop of state formation under the external constrain in the form of new normative network. In other words, the essay contends that paramilitary activity was not merely widespread at the time of Milosevic’s regime in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), but significantly integral to the process of building that state itself. Hence, in the following lines I will describe how the paramilitary troops were instrumental to the five essential dimensions of the state-building process, i.e., to the territorial demarcation of the restructured state, its internal monopolization of the violence, consolidation of bureaucratic net (in particular, security institutional mechanisms), and to what Klaus Schichte called “development of state mentalities.”117 Additionally, it will be argued that if in the 1991-1992 periods outsourcing of violence to the three branches of paramilitary phenomenon in the FRY was of domestic nature (attainment of competing internal force – the old, communist-riddled Yugoslav army suspicious of president Milosevic’s independence project-, and reinforcement of regular garrisons left seriously unmanned due to massive draft evasion), in the next phase of state consolidation it was the accumulative international pressure that made the Serbian political leadership more prone to choosing (allegedly more covert) paramilitary solutions.  
                                                 
117 Dietrich Jung, ed., Shadow Globalization, Ethnic Conflicts and New Wars: A Political Economy of Intra-

State War (Taylor & Francis e-Library, 2004), 4.  
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 An important emphasis will be placed on (failed) experiment of construction of the new Serbian military, which was supposed to blend “voluntary” and paramilitary agents into the veteran communist cadre, hence turning it into a controllable ally. The concluding remarks are dedicated to the negative outcomes of state-building in the context where it is being outsourced to irregular and often criminal players; since the contractual relationship and eventual merger of irregular fighters and highest-ranking officials of coercive state apparatuses may result in pervasive culture of impunity for “national liberation” and “state consolidation” tasks – albeit they were performed under the rubric of extra-legal.   Failed experiment of building new Serbian army  
 How the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) came into being in 1992, presents a good case-study of the state-building project driven underground with intention to sidestep both the regular military as the internal competitor for the monopolization of coercive might, and secondly, the external territorial restrictions which had been imposed to impede coercing portions of the former co-federal units into what was considered the “Serbian national space.” The Serbian president Milosevic used a modus operandi matching to that described by Janice, when radical parts of nationalist elite who hold him on power since the 1987 demanded an independent Serb state’s territory to grasp more land than the Serbian republican borders provided for. Put with greater detail, nationalistic narrative dominant in Serbia in late 1980s, lobbied for the re-nascent Serbian state to include regions populated by ethnic kin - but left apart by independence move of Croatia and Bosnia (inasmuch as they insisted in curtailing  Kosovo province’s autonomy).118  Strong nationalist discourse emerged here just like in other Eastern and Central European countries, as they, in the opening phase of post-communism, recognized in phenomenon of national unification one of the strongest pillars of its domestic and foreign policy. But the socialist federative 
                                                 
118. For comprehensive analysis of similarities and distinctions between Serbian and other east/central 

European national movements in . Fransisco Veiga, Trampa Balcanica, (Barcelona: Grijalbo, 2002)   
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Yugoslavia was not just another state on the brink of democratic transition; by 1991 the country was beset by conditions conducive to civil war. The key number of increasingly independent republican actors of the federal state drama was prepared to restore to arms. Shortly after the first multiparty elections in Slovenia and Croatia, their new authorities engaged in crafting independent armed capabilities as the stepping stone of the independence project.119 The first option of the Serbian president Milosevic was reliance on the Yugoslav People’s Army (YPA). Just like him, this pro-unitary, deeply conservative bureaucratic armed machine was concerned with, what they saw as secessionist nationalistic forces in run-away republics, and anarchic nationalist revolt in Serbia proper. Namely, recently legalized nationalist parties called for a massive rally in March 1991, to express dissatisfaction with the ruling regime for his lack of democratic reforms and coercive measures towards other republics.  However, in the last moment, the YPA declined Milosevic offer to perform a putsch, and temporary attain mounting problems both in the federation and at home.120 Although the army never again openly disputed president Milosevic policies, it was still not conforming to his political project. The mutual trust was never regained and the president opted for the policy of inflating secret and regular, plainclothes police – in an attempt to contra-balance, if not subdue  any armed opposition.  Thus, the failure of Serbian elite to impose internal and external monopoly on the means of coercion trough the regular army is the first of tree distinctive features that should be mentioned here, and which set the building of the Serbian state a model apart.  The second was the government’s readiness to use extra-judicial violence to purport its ends. The final distinguishing mark was the external constrain under which state-building took place. Namely after the initial neglect due to dissolution 
                                                 
119 By 1991 Croatia and Slovenia had already put in practice a joint plan of JNA’s transformation into a set of 

independent armies. According to JNA’s military intelligence data from 1990-1991, publicized in the ICTY 

Prosecutor v. Slobodan Milosevic case, shortly after HDZ gained elections in Croatia, the party initiated a plan 

for recruiting 40, 000 strong armed force, and made a joint platform with Slovenian leadership to affront 

federal military brass and keep Slovenian and Croatian officer cadre in service in their native lands. 
120 The still functioning Collective Presidency rejected such plan, and army was out of courage to proceed with 

open military intervention on its own.  
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of the Soviet Union and the first Gulf war, the war-making-state-making dynamics of post-Yugoslav zone will become object of intense international media, diplomatic and judicial scrutiny.  
 The launch of an unauthorized paramilitary program  
 “By 1991, the JNA was, for all practical purposes, an army without a state, while the republics emerged as states without regular armies.” 

The United Nations Commission of Experts, S/1994/674: Annex III A, “Special Forces”  

 The failure to find in Russian conservative elements and Yugoslav army loyal abettors he wished for, the Serbian president felt compelled to form tree-pillar paramilitary system to maintain internal order and fight wars for new northwestern border. In the initial phase, paramilitary detachments were considered a transitional step in the construction of new Serbian army that would replace old communist cadre loyal to ideas of socialism and multinationalism. As will be described in the lines above, this plan was thwarted by the very Yugoslav People’s Army, why paramilitaries would be left in semi-illegality till the end of the Bosnian war. On 16 March 1991, Slobodan Milosevic set in motion irregular para-police program with the pretext of calming the mounting political tension in zones of Kosovo and Sandzak trough robust police reaction. First at the closed parliamentary session, and later in a televised address, Slobodan Milosevic, in    his capacity as President of the Republic of Serbia, declared the following:   “By direct sabotage of own directive on disarmament of paramilitary formations, Federal Presidency paved the way for flourishing of republican armies, what represents a direct threat to  national security, to all the citizens, and especially to the Republic of Serbia and the Serbs outside Serbia. In the current context of intentional attempts to provoke turmoil in Sanzak and Kosovo and Metohija, I have ordered mobilization of Ministry of Interior’s reserve units, and urgent formation of Republic of Serbia’s additional police units. I have also demanded from the Serbian government 
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to proceed with required preparations for formation of additional troops in form and size that will guarantee protection of interests of the Republic of Serbia and the Serbian people.”121   Yet, this partial mobilization of republican police reserves was only ostensibly envisaged to keep peace in the two Muslim populated regions of Serbia.... Policy of conflation of police corps came as an answer to the key need of wonna-be sovereigns, the need to successfully control means of coercion on given territory; and since the federal law permitted the republics to decide on the size of own police force, enlarged police seemed as a rational step towards construction of independent republican militaries away from perilous interference of the Yugoslav People’s Army (JNA). It is of crucial importance to note that great part of “additional forces” came to fruition trough a secretive branch of Ministry of Interior, not plainclothes police as the republican laws predicted. The respective Law of Police, which had been amended on 17 June 1991, defined the legal contours of how the special police troops were to be used. The law indentified Minister of Interior as the sole responsible who could evoke a possible detachment of Special Operations police to field missions, guided his judgment by “strategy and plan of proposed mission.”122 But instead to the relevant official of Ministry of Interior (MoI), the mandate for tailoring new troops was given to Jovica Stanisic, the head of the Serbian State Security Service (SDB) and one of his operatives, Radovan Stojicic “Badza”. They produced several para-police units under direct, although informal command of the Serbian state security (Sluzba Drzavne Bezbednosti-SDB); and among them, Zeljko Raznatovic alias “Arkan” and his unit “Tigers” enjoyed the most prominent place.   The second group consisted of Croatian and Bosnian Serbs’ civil militia, organized, instigated and armed by the SDB. Commencing in the late 1990, the then Serbian president sent his emissaries to the Serb-habituated zones of Croatia, in order to channel the popular revolt against discriminatory measures of the new Croat nationalistic government, headed by recently elected Franjo Tudjman’s HDZ 
                                                 
121 “Srbija je za Jugoslaviju” [Serbia is for Yugoslavia], Politika, March 17 1991, 1; and,  

“Srbija ne priznaje ni jednu odluku Predsednistva” [Serbia does not respect any decision of the Presidency], 

Borba, March 17, 1991, 1-6.  

122 The Republic of Serbia Ministry of Interior, 2000 Law on Police, hhtp://www.mup.sr.gov.yu.  
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party (The Croatian Democratic Party-Hrvatska Demokratska Partija). The plan was to lightly arm the civil population, forge links with their political representatives and turn the police corps into relatively capable force that could temporarily deter Croatian attacks.123 The official name of the armed groups was “Martic militia” or alternatively, “Krajina militia”, and they pretended to the status of official police force. 124  After the conflict in Croatia was halted trough the Vance plan, the best and brightest of Krajina militias were brought to Serbia proper, and transformed into another secretive branch of para-policemen; at this time, the unit was re-named into “Red Berets” whose style and iconography reveled deep impression by the U.S. and UK special operations structures on the one hand, and related Hollywood imaginary on the other. Both the “Red Berets” and “Tigers” got equipped with the latest armament Serbia’s government could have smuggled behind the international embargo in vigor, and these included much heavier pieces than the regular policing would demand. The legal status of the formations was kept secretive, and links with state agencies enclosed; and although it was apparent that groups enjoyed official support, the exact liaison and chain of command were kept away from press and controlling mechanisms. Over time, the exact architecture of this personalized security regime was publicly divulged, and reports brought to light how the orders travelled directly from the president to the units via an alternative power structure named “Military Line”.  During wars for disintegration of Yugoslavia, however, government maintained - to much of international and domestic disbelief - that these paramilitary forces are by no means official state adjuncts, while emphasizing local origins and spontaneous irruptions of the Croatian and Bosnian conflicts.  The official stand was plausible denial of any 
                                                 
123 Apart from running an armament and training program, Belgrade supported creation of parallel 

municipality governing structures, called SAOs (“Serbian Autonomous Region”- Srpska Autonomna Oblast) 

which declared, first independence from Croatia, and then submission to the FRY legal order. But despite such 

supportive arrangements, Croatian Serbs were more of a bargaining chip than real concern of politicians in 

power at the time.  
124 In 1994 “Autonomous Serbian Districts” united and proclaimed the “Republic of Krajina”, but no state 

recognized it except the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. Hence, their police, special police and army were 

internationally regarded as “militias.” 
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orchestrated military cross-border campaign, and regime propagandists continuously portrayed irregulars as “nationalistic freelances” and generally uncontrollable “rough” elements.125 The Krajina troops, poorly disciplined and even less equipped, were reinforced by detachments of “volunteers” from Serbia proper. This was the third and the most unreliable paramilitary pillar of the Belgrade regime. Besides the regular army and the police, emerging political parties of radical right were also collecting workforce for the engagement in battle-lines.  The most célèbre instances of these party militias were the “Serbian Guard” unit gravitating around Serbian Renewal Movement (SPO) – in 1991 the most formidable anti-Communist political party in the Serbian republic-, and numerous irregular units close to the Serbian Radical Party (SRS), which proved as the most prolific militias’ provider.  Certainly, in practice separation lines between different paramilitary agents blurred. Many smaller coercive formations from Croatia and Bosnia proper were infiltrated by volunteers from Serbian province, Serbian Ministry of Interior, foreign mercenary or voluntary force; “Revengers”, “Gray Wolves” “Leva Sudoperica”, and “Yellow Wasps” are illustrative examples; such groups were small, their membership normally overlapped and they were generally more humble in weaponry and men than SDB direct paramilitary protégés, such were Arkan’s “Tigers” and “Red Berets”.   There can neither be a firm claim that Belgrade regime kept under tight control the entire spectrum of irregular fighters, who grouped under names supposedly symbolizing bravery, strength and efficacy, and professed all the ideologies of the political continuum. This is particularly true in terms of locally organized units that fought in own area of residence, and rightist and unruly party militias. Discipline and command chain were often distorted due to the prevailing chaos, as rightly pinpointed by Balkan specialist in Susan Woodward:  
                                                 
125 Considering para-military and para-police forces, Milosevic stated in 1992 to the New York Times 

journalist that they were a “spontaneous phenomenon”, “that he personally ordered their dissolution, that no 

one from the government agencies was associated with them”, and that arguments accusing him for 

orchestrating their employment in Bosnian war theatres were “outright ridiculous”. Interview to Michael 

Kauffman, reprinted in: “Ne mozemo se sa celim svetom konfrontirati” [“We Cannot Confront the Whole 

World”], Politika, June 7, 1992, 1-2.  
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“Competing militias and gangs marauded, only loosely linked to centers of command and control”, and “lack of communication affected the command and control of both the Bosnian Serb and Bosnian government armies and emphasized the dominance of local territorial forces.”126   At times paramilitaries were acting without the knowledge of immediate superiors, and due to undisciplined behavior often induced by alcohol and drugs intake, got in hostile situation with the regular Serbian army; in several occasions there were even stopped short from entering war-stricken areas. But whenever the Belgrade wanted to control and detain what it called “nationalistic freelancers” and “rough patriots”, as was the case in dawn of signing the 1992 Vence truce that stabilized Croatia after the initial fighting, “the command chain always proved very taut.”127In other occasions, the government in Belgrade simply manipulated spontaneous paramilitary reactions to own benefit. When Nikola Ribic nicknamed “Canada”, a “White Wolves” member, took the first UN officer as a hostage, his immediate superiors demanded the immediate release; but when the news was heard in Belgrade, it was ordered that the action be continued. The result was a massive UN hostage crisis, which was eventually solved when Milosevic offered his help to mediate on behalf of foreign intelligence personnel with the “rough Bosnian elements”. His motive, as it was declared, was to “show the West his good intentions and partnership potential.”128 All this disparate paramilitary agents were meant to become building blocks of the novel Serbian armed forces. The 1990-1991 situations, in which the top military brass looked with suspicion to the Serbian independence project and related intervention in other republics, faced the government with a challenge of building loyal and effective mechanisms of coercion - composed of paid professional conscripts and voluntaries, whose aim would be “protection of Serbian national interests.”This became intrinsically linked to the policy of crafting 
                                                 
126 Susan Woodward. The Balkan Tragedy Chaos and Dissolution after the Cold War (Washington: The Brookings 

Institution, 1995), 265-266. 
127 Misha Glenny, Western Balkans Moving On; the1992 Vence plan charted the stabilization measures of 

Croatia under the UN troops. The leader of Krajina Serbs at first rejected the plan, and Milosevic used his 

influence to make him revoke the decision.  

128 Misha Glenny,“Mob Rules”, Newstatesman”, June 6, 2005. Available at 

http://www.newstatesman.com/print/200506060004, accessed on 23 January 20007 
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slimmer Yugoslavian state (colloquially known as “Great Serbia” in federative clinch with Montenegro).129 In October 1991, Slobodan Milosevic personally entrusted the labor to General Simovic. The plan was to unfold prepared in secrecy,130 guided by the new Law on Armed Forces, which had to provide legal base for blending the voluntaries with old communist cadre. Yet the plan precipitately failed when it became evident that the military establishment was not willing to accept the change.131  The initial mobilization strategy and eventual legalization of “volunteers” in the republican parliament under the Milosevic regime also contributed to the growth of militias and other paramilitary groups. The tacit support vis-à-vis “voluntarily” draftees came through a series of legal acts, which stood in contraposition to the public discourse of intolerance towards “irregulars” and represents a further fragment of evidence that the regime tried to pull in and legitimize all available forces for the construction of new, loyal Serbian army. With 
                                                 
129 The concept of “Great Serbia” refers broadly to the territory consisting of Republic of Serbia (as it was in 

socialist federative period 1945-1991) and  the  regions habituated, albeit not exclusively, by ethnic Serb: 

Krajina, Slavonia (Croatia) and Bosanska Krajina, Eastern Herzegovina (Bosnia). It implies northwest 

expansion of the Serbian state that was deterred contractually, firstly by the 1995 Dayton Peace Agreement for 

Bosnia and later by the 1998 Erdut Agreement with Croatia. The idea was professed by the most radical 

nationalist circles while the regime failed to further it in practice; although firstly armed and instructed to 

initiate skirmishes against the newly installed Croatian authorities, the official Belgrade abandoned Croatian 

Serbs, who eventually fled their lands under Croatian offensive in 1995. The Bosnian Serbs, on the other hand, 

are at present crammed in the “Republika Srpska”, one of the two federative entities of the Bosnian republic. 

For the motives for differentiated treatments of the two minorities in Belgrade’s war plans, see: Francisco 

Veiga, Slobo: Una biografia de Milosevic (1941-2001, (Madrid: Ed. Debate, 2004), 220-221.  
130 International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, The Prosecutor of the Tribunal, 2004, Case No. 

IT-02-54-T “Croatia”: Resume of the expected testimony in trial against Slobodan Milosevic: witness C-028 

Dobrila Gajic-Glisic. 

131 On 12 December 1991 the Serbian Parliament was programmed to vote on draft version of the new Law on 

Armed Forces. The draft itself was held in secrecy and Gajic-Glisic, in her tenure of secretary to General 

Simovic cabinet, was forbidden to give information about it. The very same day, General Zivota Panic came 

fully armed to see president Milosevic and demand that he aborts the plan, and dismiss pro-plan prime 

minister; in opposite, general treated of “new solutions coming from Armed Forces”. In view of Gen. Simovic 

this qualified as a “putsch”.  Finally, both General Simovic and PM were dismissed, and General Marko 

Negovanovic who was firmly against making of Serbian army was appointed head of the Serbian Ministry of 

Defense.  Ibid.  
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the activation of Article 39 of the Law on Defense which was passed by the National Assembly of the Republic of Serbia on 18 July 1991 (Serbian Law on Defense), and regulated who could join Territorial Defense (TD) forces during a state of war, imminent war danger or a state of emergency, volunteers were placed under direct military command and equaled in rights and duties to TD persons.132 The formal incorporation of voluntaries into the Territorial Defense and army was confirmed by the Decree of the Serbian Government of August 14, 1991, on the "Registration of Volunteers in the Territorial Defense";  instructions on Accepting Volunteers into the Yugoslav Army, issued by the Federal Secretariat for National Defense, dated 13 September 1991, and Order on the Engagement of Voluntaries of the Presidency of the SFRY of December 10, 1991, which stated that the JNA and the Territorial Defense are reinforced by volunteers. 133 The policy of masking paramilitary recruitment as "voluntary enlistment" was confirmed by Radmilo Bogdanovic, Serbia´s Minister of Internal Affairs till June 1991 and the President of the Security Council of the Yugoslavia. He recalls how Arkan´s group was created as volunteer unit:   "Our [Serbian] national parliament passed the Law on National Defense, with an amendment according to which volunteer units could be organized, and put under the command of the JNA or the Territorial Defense. Thus Arkan got started. At first with 40 voluntaries, later with some more." 134 
 But still, the comprehensive effort to build the new Serbian military force, undoubtedly loyal to the president Milosevic’s political course, failed to accomplish. The motive was two-folded. On the one side, the officer cadre was strongly opposite to accepting unruly undisciplined troops to own ranks; collective of football funs, martial arts enthusiasts, criminals and social outcasts, with drugs 

                                                 
132

 The article stipulates "in case of an imminent war threat and state of emergency, the Territorial Defense 

could be reinforced by volunteers". The Presidency of SFRY declared an imminent war threat of war on 1 

October 1991 and this remained in effect till 22 May 1992.  
133

 Exhibit  P352, tab.24-3, ICTY, Prosecutor v. Milosevic, case No. IT-02-54-T   
134 International Court of Justice, CR 2006/9, Public sitting held on 6 March 2006 in the case concerning The 

Application of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (Bosnia and 

Herzegovina v. Serbia and Montenegro), para.4, 11.         
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and alcohol-induced behavior and more interest in looting than in winning battles, was more of a burden than help.  Numerous incidents were chronicled during the conflicts in Crotia and Bosnia between, most of all, Arkan’s formation and military men. At one moment, General Mladic even ordered for Arkan troops to be forbidden from re-entering Bosnia. On the other hand, party militias as the Seselj’s “Cetniks” and “White Eagels” and Jovic’s “Dusan the Mighty” (formations made of individuals from Serbia proper) slipped from the government informal control. Most of the men enlisted in such militias were professing radical nationalism, some even fascism, and looked with disagreement Milosevic’s ‘communist’ manners. Their propensity to crime and some of the most horrific incidences of human casualties during the Yugoslav conflicts was another motive for discord: they were attracting too much of negative fame to Serbia’s image, at the end of 1992, when the initial war effort in Croatia was over, party militias were starting to disappear.  The regime preferred tree paramilitary detachments that it directly controlled via alternative security apparatus, and which did not hold separate political agenda. The units in question were “Tigers”, “Scorpions” and the “Red Berets”, that in turn worked as multipliers of smaller, local paramilitary detachments of Bosnian Serbs. On repeated occasions, Radovan Stojicic ‘Badza’ (named after bully from Popeye cartoon), unit’s informal supervisor from Serbian secret police, asked political authorities to include the three units into the public security structure of the state. The quest was denied as long as the Bosnian war on-going, and in the meantime these paramilitaries performed the extraterritorial violence for Belgrade regime in near abroad, and suppression of democratic opposition at home.  As it will be shown in the following lines, from 1991 onward, paramilitary groups became central to the state building project, that is, to territorial delimitation (especially in regard of the northern border toward Croatia and Bosnia), to control of internal competitors and political factions (i.e., opposition parties and the Yugoslav People’s Army), consolidation and (not least), to finances of the incipient state.  
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Territorial demarcation 
 It is shortsighted to see several wars, spanning over a decade (Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Kosovo), as separate events. As one author aptly noted, this is to miss the essence of Serbia’s territorial aims in the war and one of the principal driving motives for president Milosevic’s belligerence in the region: the extension of Serbian border towards northwest and consolidation of the existing border to the south (Kosovo). 135 More commonly, this goal is discussed as “Great Serbia” territorial and state strategy. However, important note should be made at this point. In practice, Belgrade’s government had a differentiated stand towards the fate of Serbian minorities and their homelands in Croatia and Bosnia respectively, hence annulling the imaginary of “Great Serbian” state.136 The emissaries from the Serbian security apparatuses did instigate and support Croatian Serbs rebellion – not least but massive arms handout program, but the context was used more as a bargaining chip with the new Croatian authorities rather than the genuine national support. The massive exodus of Krajina Serbs in summer 1995 in the background of the Croatian military offensive and lack of any assistance from Serbia proper stands as the solid argument in this regard. The 1991 meeting between Croatian president Tudjman and Slobodan Milosevic most likely put an end to nationalistic imaginary of Krajina “staying in Yugoslavia”, that is, in the expanded Serbian state, at the same time as it stipulated division of Bosnia between the two neighbors.137 Hence, when the Croatia was stabilized 
                                                 
135 James Gow, “The Impact of War on Serbia” in Serbia Since 1989: Politics and Society Under Milosevic 

and After, eds. Sabrina P. Ramet and Vjeran Pavlakovic, (Seatlle and London: University of Washington 

Press, 2007), 147.  

136 The concept of “Great Serbia” broadly refers to a territory , which nationalistic circles understand as the 

“Serbian national space”, and which includes the Republic of Serbia (as it was in socialist federative period 

1945-1991) enlarged with Bosnian and Croatian state areas populated for centuries– albeit not exclusively - by 

ethnic Serb populace.  Apparently there is a discrepancy between state and national borders, hence the gross 

violations of human rights and physical removal of civilians was, in large proportion, a driving motive of the 

conflict itself, not its unintentional consequence.  

137 The idea of gathering all Serbs in one state was professed by the most radical segments of Serbian 

nationalists, but the regime failed to further it in practice; the incursion into Croatian territory was annulled 

firstly by informal Tudjman-Milosevic meeting, and later contractually with the Erdut Agreement. The official 

Belgrade abandoned Krajina Serbs who eventually fled their lands in 1995. The Bosnian Serbs, to the contrary, 
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under international UN troops in 1992, the Serbian paramilitary pressure there was loosened, at least in regard to the civilians; the still Serb-held eastern Slavonia would still be used as training and smuggling ground for Arkan - Serbian paramilitary chef with DB sponsorship. Only with 1998 “Erdut” Agreement will the Croatian government be able to regain monopoly of power over all of its territory.  Supporting ethnic kin in Bosnia, on the other hand, became the main strategic policy objective of the Serbian government.  There was a special interest in municipalities closest to the border; hence the strongest paramilitary presence was chronicled in border cities of Zvornik, Bjeljina, Bosanski Samac and alike, where the majority of population was on non-Serb origin.  Therefore, paramilitarism peaked with the transfer of armed struggle from Croatia to Bosnia in 1992. Greater international interest for this theatre of war lent additional impetus for the surge of Serbian “irregulars” and state security sponsored formations. Acting on evidence of the commission of violations of international law, the Security Council of the United Nations adopted a set of acts in 1991 and 1992, declaring the conduct of wars to be a matter of international concern. The Resolution 780, for example, established a commission of experts to report on violations of international humanitarian law. On the basis if commission’s findings in February 1993, the Security Council adopted Resolution 808 (1993) which called for establishment of an international court. 138In addition, the international recognition of Croatian and Bosnian statehood rendered Belgrade’s claims that the war was an internal dispute where the Geneva Conventions do not apply, where the army attempts to restore order and territorial integrity of the federal state and where “voluntary” armed groups were spontaneous expression of self-defense, obsolete.  Belgrade government was now more cautious in sending in or dealing with local armed militias across the border but did not abort the plans of new frontier towards Bosnia, but just applied additional covering ups.  The secret police 
                                                                                                                                                      
are at present crammed into territorially compact “Republika Srpska”, one of the two federal units of the 

Bosnian federation. For the Milosevic-Tudjman meeting and differential treatment of the two Serbian 

minorities in Belgrade’s war-making-state-making plans, see: Francisco Veiga, Slobo: Una biografia de 

Milosevic (1941-2001), (Madrid: Debate, 2004), 220-221.  

138 The Secretary General’s report on the issue pawed the way for adoption of the ICTY founding statute.  
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operatives, for instance, were still being dispatching there, yet under the false names, while members of “Yellow Wasp” demanded a certified letter from the Serbian municipal authorities in Zvornik stating that “they were not by any means involved in war crimes.”139 Towards the end of war 1995 campaign against Muslim population in Srebrenica area went accompanied by large body transfers from the crime scenes with intention to impede identification. These are indicators that actors became more aware of negative consequences of their activities due to mounting international pressure than it was the case in 1991 clashes in Croatia.  Meanwhile propaganda in state-controlled media about “voluntary units being employed to alleviate the human suffering of Serbs in Croatia and Bosnia”, and how “the conflict in Bosnia was not an international one thus the Geneva Conventions needed not be respected” was stepped up, and generally till the end of conflict there was an enormous gap between bureaucrat rhetoric and actual behavior of their armed attachments. Paramilitary troops also seemed to proliferate locally as the “Red Berets” camps in Serb-held Slavonija region (Croatia) worked as trainers and multipliers of smaller paramilitary agents such as the Bosnian Serb “Grey Wolves”, “White Wolves”, and above mentioned “Yellow Wasps”. On the other hand, Karadzic, political leader of the Bosnian Serbs “invited” Arkan to Bosnian soil in an attempt to legitimize his presence. During this period paramilitaries were implicated in entire span of coercion, ranging from killing, looting, forceful deportation and rape.  The employment of Serbian para-police units along standing military for the counter-insurgency war in Kosovo to a large extent followed a different logic. On the one hand, that political unit was, at the time, de jure province of the Republic of Serbia; and Belgrade regime did not have to hide behind “proxy”, unrecognized “Republika Srpska” and “Republika Srpska Krajina” forces like in Croatia and Bosnia, when these became independent. Hence, the war in Kosovo, which combined anti-terrorist strategies, retaliations against civilians, and modest anti-missile defense once the bombing campaign had started, was waged publicly by the regular police units, special operation formations, and conscripted military.140 
                                                 
 

140  Roughly 60, 000 men were armed in the course of 1998 and 1999, and novel paramilitaries as the so called 

“Lightening” were created out of locals and police corps.140   
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The Yugoslav Army (YA) thus got caught in ungrateful position of “defending” the country from sophisticated “strike-and-forget” North-Atlantic intervention – a task YA could not live up to technologically-, with poorly articulated goals and unclear strategy for winning and withdrawing. But to include military this time, still suspicious of political leadership despite rounds of personnel purges among the officer cadre, was not military but political one. To ask the professional army to enter a conflict with such apparent humanitarian impact on Kosovo Albanian community was to drag it to the path of war crimes in the eyes of already very inpatient international public. Yet there was a background benefit for Serbian political establishment: such move would make YA irrevocably tied to the political fate of president Milosevic, and we can assume that there lied the genuine motive for it. It seems that Milosevic planned to preempt any potential alignment (or at least mutual interest) between increasingly empowered Serbian opposition, and military top brass. Eventually, the army was employed in the province under command of General Nebojsa Pavkovic, one of the president’s military allies. As a result, military was negatively proscribed and general Pavkovic at present faces charges for the braches of war laws and customs at the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslaiva.  Still, most of the attacks on non-combat targets were, nevertheless, carried out by the special police, as several mass graves of Albanian civilians found buried in police terrains near Belgrade indicate.      Revenue extraction  
 State construction is costly businesses, especially when it is coupled with war effort and social welfare. Besides, ramp Yugoslavia financed 99 percent of budgetary provisions of its cross-border mini-states, “Republika Srpska Krajina” and “Republika Srpska”.  An important qualification should be taken into consideration when reflecting upon the FRY state’s method of revenue mobilization. In the context where all legal monetary transactions with Federal Republic of Yugoslavia were illegalized by international sanctions barrier, the state-making elite could not rely on taxation as principal source of state funding.141 Diaspora funds brought only a minor sum, and 
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posteriori economic research revealed that the country, starting from 1992, spend much more then it produced. Faced early with The growing public deficit was covered from previously accumulated wealth and unregistered credits and non-budgetary supplies. According to the International Criminal Tribunal financial experts, such non-budgetary items came from the state-sponsored trafficking – mainly untaxed tobacco and oil. A multilevel smuggling rings and ‘grey structures’ were constructed for large state-controlled embargo-busting operations; the regime was handing out “concessions” (safe passage and front companies for export and import from Serb-held territories in Bosnia and Croatia that were not hit by sanctions) for a share in profit.  In this respect, state directly outsourced its economic function it could not perform at the time, to criminals, local black market entrepreneurs and paramilitary chefs. Obtained gain went to feeding the cliantelistic networks close to the government, while its inferior portions went to state-controlled medical and pension systems, universities and governing political parties.  On top, the embargo regime expelled the country from all international bodies including Interpol and other, mostly regional, instances for fighting crime. In this manner, the international sanctions, installed to curtail Serbia’s military incursion to Croatia and Bosnia, was directly conducive to country’s criminalization. In the view of Peter Andreas:      “The economic sanctions imposed on Serbia and Montenegro and the arms embargo imposed on the entire region in the early 1990s unintentionally (but predictably) fueled the emergence of a sanctions-busting infrastructure that has outlasted the war and sanctions, and has been adapted for other smuggling activities, ranging from sex trafficking to cigarette smuggling.”142  Para-police units with official patrons and even the plainclothes police became central to this illicit revenue extraction. During 1990-2000 periods, the police corps and civil intelligence service turned into “one of the most corrupt state institutions and actively participated in transforming Serbia into a virtually lawless society.[…] The Ministry of Interior  functioned exclusively through corrupted 
                                                 
142 Peter Andreas “Criminalized Legacies of War: The Clandestine Political Economy of the Western Balkans, 

Problems of Communism 51, no.(3) (2004), 8.  
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practices which ranged from petty corruption, involving traffic police, to cooperation with smugglers, car thieves, and protection racketeers, to major corruption, connected with oil, arms and excise goods smuggling, the drug trade, stolen vehicle trade, assassinations and financial manipulations. The police, as a rule, escorted and protected the transport of smuggled goods, and numerous high-ranking individuals within Ministry of Interior were among the main organizers of such transports.[…] Promotions, offices, and access to training and education were also available at a well-known price, except in cases when they were given as reward for a personal loyalty.”143 The Serbian Customs Office was also skewed by the governing hierarchy for illicit money-raising. “That was a period when the institution was illegally privatized and used for financing private political projects.”144 
 Communal mythology  
 From the outset, sanctions blocked any legal commercial transaction with Federal Republic of Yugoslavia except the import of medicine and food, and this laid fertile ground for the regime to declare sanction-busting for prime “patriotic” task. Paramilitary agents, to whom regime gave carte blanche, converted in smugglers and warlords. They were pictured as heroes of reshaped Yugoslavia and their activities, legitimization and victims remained intimately linked to that of FRY’s consolidation as a state.   Trough state-controlled media, the government and “Military Line” launched favorable imaginary of irregulars, who presumably “fought bravely for national glory, Orthodox faith and economic recovery against the backdrop of Western-induced economic hardship.” Vladimir “Vanja” Bokan, one of the warlords who maintained close contact with the intelligence sections, described his trafficking job  by saying “that he was only trying to help to his people, his Montenegrins, in 
                                                 
143 Interview with Dobrivoje Radovanovic, Director of Belgrade Institute for Criminological research, cited 

from: Ognian Shentov, et al. Partners in Crime: The Risk of Symbiosis Between the Security Sector and 

Organized Crime in Southeast Europe, (Sofia: Center for the Study of Democracy, 2004), 48-49. 
144 Boris Begovic, former Customs’ director, Begovic Boris and Bosko Mijatovic eds., Korupcija na carini 

[Corruption in Customs], (Belgrade: Center for liberal-democratic studies, 2002), 100-1001.   
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time of national catastrophe; adding that the job, in his opinion, was legitimate because “state asked me to do it.”145 ‘Captain Dragan’, on the other hand, even got a comic about himself published, promoting him as honest freedom- fighter, while Arkan turned in television star. Paramilitary related insignia, rhetoric and ideology were presented as inclusive symbols of the new Serbian state.   This patriotic spirit was conducive to the culture of impunity for paramilitary’s transgressions and in the longer run caused endemic penetration of the Serbian state by criminal factions.146 The status of national heroes and prominent endorsements that key para-police units received from governing establishment at the time came as a further hindrance to democratic reform and the rule of law, once the regime was changed in 2000 presidential elections.  
 Institutional design  
 In the aftermath of Bosnian war, the FRY political and security establishment faced the demobilization dilemma. Namely, demobilization is a risky preposition as it leaves thousands of men experienced with weapons without career options, what can result in tendency to a deflection of armed groups’ loyalty away from their superiors. Since the Serbian elite was distrustful of growing power of opposition parties, and at the same time, the international scrutiny over use of the FRY’s armed might had relaxed, it was decided to bring  “Red Berets” into the public and integrate them into special operations constabulary corps on acknowledged state payroll. In the words of “Captain Dragan”, the group’s first instructor, “I was promised that things would now be done properly, with papers and permissions, 
                                                 
145 B92 Insider, “Sverc cigareta :Ljudi i metode I” [“Tobacco Smuggling: People and Methods I”], April 10, 

2006. Available from: http://www.b92.net/info/emisije/insajder.php?yyyy=2006&mm=04&nav_id=194554 - 

91k. Accessed on July 5, 2007.   

146 Vladimir Popovic, senior official of the first post-Milosevic government describes the extension of the 

problem his cabinet found after politic turnover in 2000. The “Red Berets” in his view, were a dangerous 

instrument that during Milosevic enjoyed utter exemption from criminal liability: “everything was allowed to 

them back here in Serbia. “Drugs, trafficking, assassination, etc., because they worked for ‘national cause’ in 

some remote Bosnian mountains”.  Helsinki Committee for the Human Rights in Serbia: Svedocenje: pred 

specijalnim sudom Vladimira Popovica na sudjenju za ubistvo Zorana Djindjica [Testimony: of Vladimir 

Popovic Before the Special Court for Murder of Zoran Djindjic]. (Belgrade, 2006), 137.  
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pensions and medical coverage for the ‘boys’; they would get the status of official DB employees, and so would I. “147 In this fashion, the regime bough the short-term loyalty of the squad, but it further de-professionalized the police structure. Used to the climate of lawlessness and violence, segments of this paramilitary workforce with criminal connections forged in war time, “transmuted into the leadership of the Zemun clan, by some informed accounts now [2003] the most significant criminal organization in the Balkans;”148 it additionally perverted and criminalized the very bureaucratic mechanism that was supposed to put fences between the polity and the criminals.   Military Line (Vojna Linija)  
 In the narrow sense, the term Military Line signifies and refers to a cluster of security officials that in early 1990s highly militarized the Serbian police (Ministarstvo unutrasnjih poslova –MUP) by turning its personnel into specialists in fighting external wars, and principal welders of state’s coercive might. It was the proper policemen that firstly employed the expression with aim to describe a bulk of superiors in charge of MUP´s transformation. The superiors in question proceeded from the Yugoslav military establishment, and were, hence, prepared to embark on ambitious project of transforming the police force into an embryo of future Serbian army. In the wider sense, however, the expression Military Line denotes an unofficial governing cabinet, or chain of command, composed of above mentioned security personnel; and trough which Slobodan Milosevic used to exercise an extra-juridical control over the principal state institutions. The policy of endowing police with significant “war-fighting” capacity and placing it vis-à-vis the military in terms of external defense role was by no means accidental. It came trough launching of “secret and unauthorized” paramilitary 
                                                 
147 B92 Documentary, “Neispricana prica o crvenim beretkama” [Untold Story about the Red Berets], 2006, 

available from http://www.b92.net/specijal/jedinica 

148 Ibid.  
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program149, and had several objectives in Serbian leadership’s state-making strategies. The subsequent chapter firstly explores Military Line´s origins and functions. It shows how the network grew into an unofficial policy mechanism that, at first, helped Milosevic grasp the power, and later to delimitate state borders and populations, for which end Serbian regime of that era secretly trespassed coercion, initially to Croatia and later to Bosnia. In continuation, it demonstrates the financial aspects of Military Line’s activities that had a crucial role in financing not only the war effort but nascent and/or reconstructed Serbian institutions as well. In that context, the chapter places special attention to the institutions of Serbian Customs, which in early 1990s operated as part of Military Line network on arming and financing the Serb forces in Bosnia and Croatia. Moreover, the Custom department used to employ irregular Red Berets paramilitaries who then served as close protection agents for illegal shipments of state-controlled tobacco and oil smuggling.150 Its head, Mihajl Kertes, confirmed that he not only “wrote checks” for various semi-official paramilitary agents, but also for Milosevic’s Socialist Party, and public pension and medical systems. Additional financial investigations for the needs of the ICTY prosecutor office showed that Kertes participated in covert capital-transfer out of the country, by personally carrying suitcases to Cyprus.  The funds deposited there apparently proceeded from illegal or untaxed commerce.151   Finally, the chapter argues that utilization of paramilitaries in state-forming was consequence of internal factors (lack of loyalty in military, lack of conscripts, praetorian guard´s function against political opposition) and external one (hiding military intervention from public and avoiding international retribution and ostracism).  The origins of this parallel mechanism of state authority date back to 1987-1991, when Milosevic, the then senior communist party official, attempted to find 
                                                 
149 Revisited Second Amended Indictment, ICTY, Case No. IT-03-69-PT, Persecutor v. Jovica Stanisic and 

Franko Simatovic, para 3.   

150 Brankica Stankovic, “Drzavna pljacka drzave” [“State Robbery of State”], Insider: TV B92, February 26, 

2007. Available from: http://www.b92.net/info/emisije/insajder.php?yyyy=2007&mm=02&nav_id=235501. 

Accessed on 2 May 2007.  
151 Ibid.  
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ways of acquiring the necessary resources for consolidation of his political agenda. At first, that agenda included winning the presidency of the Serbian republic, and prime position for Milosevic led- Socialist Party (Socijalisticka Partija Srbije - SPS) on first multiparty elections held in 1990; but later this project of maximization of personal power became deeply embedded in the project of forging the independent Serbian state. This is when Military Line became the driving force behind Serbian state-building venture; and administrated tasks such as designing and maintaining an unauthorized paramilitary program, which had been foreseen as a tool for curving the Serbian state’s borders out of territories which stayed in Croatia and Bosnia after their independence, or formed part of breakaway province of Kosovo. A deeper look into the Military Line camp will allow comprehending of an additional, economic, function of the alternative power structure.  The group’s affiliates, who had previously sided with Milosevic’s political project, took Serbia´s foreign and security policies outside of the institutional bodies and by that eventually marginalized the republican and federal parliaments, and other representative institutions. But more importantly, Military Line’s members from police and SPS dedicated to recruitment of “individuals that will, unofficially, support the state and Milosevic’s plans by use of non-political methods and physical force.”152 The ultimate evidence of the group’s weighty impact on Serbian politics in the decade of 1990s came when nearly entire all associated personalities got hit, firstly by the U.S. “smart sanctions” in year 2000153, and later by the ICTY prosecutor’s indictment for participation in “the 
                                                 
152 Robert Thomas, “Srbija pod Milosevicem. Politika devedesetih” [Serbia under Milosevic. Politics in the 

1990s], (Belgrade: Samizdat B92, 1999), 109. 

153 Prior to the presidential elections in 2000, the U.S. treasury Department Office of Foreign Asset Control 

and the European Union acting with the UN mandate, imposed a financial and travel ban for 600 Milosevic’s 

closest political and business associates.  The measure came after the initial sanctions package imposed on 

ramp Yugoslavia in the early 1990s had failed to tame the Serb leaders’ ability to wage war. Instead of 

interrupting flows of trade and finances, the sanctions only managed to criminalize them and empower the 

political elite whose members became skilled in manipulating economic scarcity to consolidate their positions, 

debilitate opposition parties, and pauperize the citizens. Rather than efficient foreign policy tool, these 

sanctions were, according to journalist specialized in the Balkan affairs, “an expression of indignation by the 
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joint criminal enterprise” and crimes against humanity and violations of the laws or the customs of war during the conflicts in former Yugoslavia.154  This network of president’s associates worked primarily via informal meetings during which they would discuss republics’ pressing political problems; in 1990-1991 period, the central issues included securing Milosevic’s influence over federal institutions (i.e. collective Presidency and the federal army)155, response to pro-independence developments in Slovenia and Croatia, control of democratic opposition in Belgrade, and fate of Serbian minorities outside Serbia proper. This is how General Aleksandar Vasiljevic, the former head of Yugoslav military Counter-
                                                                                                                                                      
international community born of its own inability to respond to the crisis in Bosnia.” Misha Glenny, The Fall 

of Yugoslavia: The Third Balkan War, 3td ed. 1996, Penguin: London: 212 

To the contrast, the second generation of sanctions (1999-2000) targeted only regime-related individuals, and 

its application has been considered successful. Blocking the bank accounts abroad and denying visas for 

entering the U.S/EU has been pivotal in making the Serbian regime’s “insiders” redirect support towards 

democratic opposition, thereby facilitating its victory in electoral battle with Milosevic. For detailed overview 

of 1991-1992, 1999, and 2000 international sanctions imposed against  Yugoslavia (first socialist and from 

1992 its ramp version consisting of Serbia and Montenegro): Garry,  Hufbauer and Barbara, Oegg “A Short 

Survey of Economic Sanctions”, Columbia International Affairs Online, 2001, 

http://www.ciaonet.org/frame/casefrm.html, accessed on 22 May 2007.  

At present, the European Union maintains the travel ban on 44 individuals from the former Yugoslavia who 

are suspected abettors of the ICTY war crimes inductees at large.  

154 The joint criminal enterprise is a collective liability doctrine used to allocate guilt for crimes perpetuated by 

a group, including superior-level politicians, who might have ordered, but did not perpetuated the criminal act 

themselves. According to this theory, an individual may be accused for crime he did not commissioned 

physically, but has contributed to it in some other way. If this particular accusation is to materialize, it must be 

proven that accused had made an express criminal agreement with those who personally carried out the crime. 

So far, JCE doctrine has been most extensible elaborated by the prosecutors and judges at the ICTY with 

intention to charge one individual (i.e. Slobodan Milosevic, in his position of de jure and de facto military 

Supreme Commander) for every breach of international and humanitarian law allegedly committed by Federal 

Yugoslav, Serb and Serbia-related forces that occurred in the armed conflict in Kosovo, Croatia and Bosnia-

Herzegovina. For the complete list of the joint criminal enterprise’s “known and unknown” members, accused 

of committing crimes in the Yugoslavia’s bloodshed, see: The International Criminal Tribunal for the former 

Yugoslavia, The Prosecutor of the Tribunal, 2004, Case No. IT-02-54-T “Bosnia”: Amended Indictment 

against Slobodan Milosevic with genocide, crimes against humanity, grave breaches of the Geneva 

Conventions, and violations of the laws or customs of war. 
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Intelligence Service, described Military Line and legality of actions trough which the group administered, monitored and regulated Serbian war-time policy choices:  “the term “Vojna Linija“ implies to the activities of some leading personages from the MUP [Serbian Ministry of Internal Affairs]  and State Security of Serbia and others who, outside the duties provided for by law pertaining to their office engaged in activities which did not come under their competence and related to the formation of paramilitary units and their deployment to certain parts of the theatre of war.[ …] Well, in addition to their legal functions, the ones they did within MUP and the State Security Service, they had a portion of their activities, which did not come under their competence. So, it wasn´t actually an illegal activity but on the other hand, it wasn´t fully legal either.” 156  
 In addition, general Vasiljkovic placed a special accent on the fact that Military Line dispatched Serbia´s police forces to cascading war-fights, hence marginalizing the military and turning police forces into the central wielder of state´s monopoly over the use of legitimate force:  “Those activities [of the Military Line], when it came to operations on the battlefront, of course did not come under the competence of people and their duties within MUP. So for those kinds of operations, it was the military units who would be responsible for that and that came under their authority.”157 

 

  

                                                 
156  International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, The Prosecutor of the Tribunal, Prosecutor v. 

Slobodan Milosevic,  General Aleksandar Vasiljevic’s testimonuy,  Febraury 14, 2003: 15884-15885.  

157  Ibid.  
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Secretive policy group  
 In the mid 1990s, Jovan Dulic, a journalist from Belgrade’s weekly magazine Vreme, characterized Military Line as “a fluid group.”158 By that he was referring to two important features. On the one hand, the number of Vojna Linija’s members was amplifying with time, as more top officials aligned with Milosevic´s political and state-(re)construction projects. On the other, “fluidity” alluded to the fact that group had no statutory basis, but rather draw its authority from multiple links with Serbian state security agencies.  During communism, Serbian secretive intelligence apparatus (DB) had always served to observe and repress domestic discontent. Information on republic’s DB participation in illicit commerce till 1990 is difficult to gather but it appears that intelligence operatives were also significantly implicated in unauthorized trade of arms and untaxed cigarettes. Reportedly, the gains were utilized for non-budgetary finance of covert missions.159  Most important, transition to more transparent and democratically controllable security system was largely ignored in Serbia. This became evident during late 1980s, with strong pressures for political change coming from other republics and civil society alike. In response, DB’s corporate interests sought not the democratization, but the reorganization of state and leadership to which strong opaque intelligence agency would be of central interest. In this context, whoever managed to organize State Security to its side in starting transitional struggles would gain a tremendous advantage.  As observed military sociologist and ex-Yugoslav army officer, a conformist faction of state security sided with Milosevic early on, and that had a consequence in violent solution for disintegrative and transitional challenges of socialist federative Yugoslavia.160 But even the previous Milosevic’s ascend to power (1987-1990), firstly in Serbian communist party structure, and in Serbian presidency 
                                                 
158 International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, The Prosecutor of the Tribunal, Prosecutor v. 

Slobodan Milosevic,  Testimony of protected witness C-1220, October 16, 2003, 11671.  

159 Brankica Stankovic, op.cit.  

160 Miroslav Hadzic, ed.,The Role of Parliament in Security Sector Reform and the Countries of the Western 

Balkans (Belgrade: Center for Civil-Military Relations, 2004).  
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shortly afterward, was intimately related to tacit support coming from a section of security corps.161  Patronage Network  
 In what proportions security leadership of that time was genuinely nationalistic, personally loyal to Milosevic or simply conservative towards democratic changes gaining pace in East and Central Europe remains unclear.162  If their first task was engineering the popular mass protests named “the anti-bureaucratic revolution” which allowed Milosevic to firmly grasp power in the republic, latter 
                                                 
161 Such biased reinforcement coming from police was soon made obvious to Milosevic’s political contestants. 

Ivan Stambolic, party official who lost to Milosevic in inner-institutional race for headship of Serbian 

communists at VIII Congress of the Communist Party in September 1987, posteriori noted: “the changed 

behavior of police in my escort was the first indicator that I descended on the echelon of power; right after the 

Congress they became distant and disinterested.” Vukasin M. Stamolic (ed.)”Zrtve: Ivan Stambolic Slavku 

Curuviji” [Victims: Ivan Stambolic to Slavko Curuvija], Belgrade: Udruzenje Nauka i Drustvo Srbije, 2006: 7. 

Held in September 1987, the Congress is considered a watershed in Serbian politics, when Milosevic option 

gained prominence over more moderate current symbolized by Stambolic and Dragisa Pavlovic. Ivan 

Stambolic, a long term political mentor of Slobodan Milosevic, would later characterize that change in Serbian 

communist structure as “an official fusion between Stalinists and nationalists, when the Stalinist cadre adopted 

nationalistic slogans and programs.” Cited from: “Where is Ivan Stambolic”, B92 Special Edition 2002, 

available at http://www.b92.net/specijal/stambolic/st-1.php , accessed on 3 January 2007. If Stambolic’s 

political fall epitomizes the beginning of misuse of police corps for internal disputes  between competing 

governmental factions, his violent death in May 2000 shows to what extreme the policy of deploying para-

police to dispose political opponents forcibly may lead. He was assassinated by Special Operation Unit (JSO) - 

a governmental paramilitary agent, - after announcing his intention to confront Milosevic in 2000 presidential 

elections and just one year after his interviewer, Belgrade journalist Slavko Curuvija, got murdered in a similar 

fashion.  More on JSO’s participation in removal of political opponents (apart from Stambolic and Curuvija, 

they carried out (failed) attack on Vuk Draskovic, an opposition leader at the time, when two of his party 

officials were assesined, and 2003 sniper attack on Zoran Djindjic, the first post-war democratic prime 

minister) in Dusan Stojanovic “Milosevic Militia Chief, 11 Others Guilty in ’03 Killing of Serbian Premier”, 

Washington Post 24 May, 2007. Available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article, 

accessed on 23 June 2007.  
162 At the beginning of career, Milosevic was able to disseminate a complex political message, thus appealing 

to differing segments of bureaucracy and general populace that sought systemic change - wheatear in camp of 

democratization, help of ethnic kin outside Serbia’s borders, or reforms of stalled economy. At the same time, 

“Milosevic could seem as a conservative and hence appealing to those afraid of change in time of uncertainty 

in which Serbia had stepped in.”  Thomas, op.cit., 67.  
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they became an integral part of wider patronage-based political network. Namely,    ““““clientelism” is a reciprocal personalized political relationship that involves economic or political favors from a notable or politician in return for a person’s loyalty and support;” 163and if the senior security officers designed and administered secretive paramilitary program and exercised decisive influence over domestic politics and state´s public finances, they did so in return for personal enrichment and advancements in career.  Indeed, an “unofficial policy group”, whose endeavors “were never documented, regularized, or legitimated by the wider Serbian body politics,”164 Military Line predominantly consisted of selected security personnel. This composition would in due course prove crucial for president Milosevic, as to cement de facto control over daily operations of public, uniformed Serbian police, and its secretive branch (Drzavna bezbednost-DB) to which he was not entitled by the respective legislation.     As any policy-making body, the Military Line had its leaders, coordinators, and working assistants. In the core were highly-placed security bureaucrats as Radmilo Bogdanovic (Serbian Minister of Interior until 1991 and life-long DB’s official), Zoran Sokolovic, Serbian Interior Minister (1991-1994) and Jovica Stanisic.  It is reported that Stanisic came to closer contact with president Milosevic during security preparations for mass rally in Gazimestan,165 and with 
                                                 
163 Kouvervetaris and Dobratz 1987: 32-33, cited from: Achilles Batalas, “Irregular Military Formations in 

Greece”:  153.  
164 James Ron, “Frontiers and Ghettos: State Violence in Serbia and Israel” (Berkley and Los Angeles: 

University of California Press, 2003), 58.  
165 Gazimestan was a massive public rally organized by Slobodan Milosevic and his clique; it was the 

culmination of the series of rallies, through which the group manipulated public discontent with national and 

social questions in the federal Yugoslavia towards inter-institutional power games. Massive demonstrations   

were held in the Serbian province of Vojvodina, Montenegro, and Kosovo demanding the change of regional 

governing elites. Under popular pressure regional leaders resigned, and personalities close to Milosevic were 

elected to the posts. Yet, the rallies were far from spontaneous popular gathering. Each and every one was 

planned and prepared in detail by Milosevic’s partners from the Serbian police. They even had took upon two 

groups of the so-called “professional Serbs” from provinces of Kosovo and Vojvodina – persons who traveled 

from one demonstrations to another, demanding that republic of Serbia annuls regional autonomies with the 

pretext that such move would bring national and economic prosperity  Serbian population. Milosevic, on the 
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his help, in three years would raise to tenure of Security Agency’s chief. In consecutive years would become president’s loyal assistant along Franko Simatovic, who worked in various roles in DB until 2001 (first as counter intelligence officer and later in Second Administration, where he commanded the Special Operations Units of DB), and Radovan Stojicic – Badza who came to prominence as operative head of the public Anti-terrorist Unit of socialist Yugoslavia, when it intervened in Kosovo Albanian’s mine strike in the late 1989.  Junior police security service employees, especially those from close protection units and regional border check-points formed middle echelon of Military Line; and their job was to escort in and out of the country shipments of trafficked goods, which took place as the regime focused on “responding to economic war by some kind of economic guerilla. We [ruling politicians] decided to stuff our state budget with budgetary provisions of those states which imposed us sanctions.”166 The informal consortium also involved persons with special thematic mandates, such as Mihalj Kertes, DB cadre and Minister for the Serbs out of Serbia, whom president Milosevic appointed to head of the republican Custums Office in 1994. Previously, in ministerial tenure, Kertes ran a major arms handout to Serbs in rebellious regions of Croatian and Bosnia, and administered regimen’s gray funds. In his own words, orders were coming directly from Slobodan Milosevic:   “President of Serbia, Slobodan Milosevic talked to me with proximally following words: Braco, according to federal government and Serbian and Yugoslavian Administration of Public Revenues’ reports, incomes from customs are very high and estimation is that budget is filling up rapidly. Hovewer, as we have problems with Serbian companies, especially with companies which do not function, salaries for public servants are late, while pensions are also arriving late, we decided today, here in my cabinet, that part of the custums should be stored away, on special Belgrade’s Bank [Beogradska Banka] account, Beobank’s account of Zlatan Petrucic; and to take care, at the same time, that federal budget is loaded with regularity.” Accordingly, I would, depending of daily 
                                                                                                                                                      
other hand, saw his interest in the strategy because it would bring him regional votes in the federal Collective 

Presidency.  

166 Interview with Momir Bulatovic, senior political figure in war-time Montenegro, Brankica Stankovic, 

op.cit.   
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revenues, re-direct 10 to 15 % to that account. That’s how it started, Milosevic ordered me to do it.” 167  On the other hand, state security affiliates Milorad Vucelic, head of the Serbian state-owned radio and television conglomerate, and ultra-nationalistic writer Brana Crncevic, was to deliver articles favorable to Milosevic plans to wide Serbian public, and in particular, to ethnic kin in Croatia and Bosnia. From position of “Matica Srpska’s” director –state-owned charity organization, Crncevic worked on arms delivery to the Serbs Diaspora and on war-related fundraising from wealthy overseas émigrés.   Additional inner circle consisted of elected military personnel. Until mid 1990, the federal military was still pro-Yugoslav oriented institution with, on average, little sound for republican independence projects. In practice this translated into strategy of outmost prudence in the moment of recruiting allies among commissioned officers and military intelligence personnel. In time these were founded in personalities of Colonel Ratko Mladic, the commander of Knin garrison, who was later promoted to general; General Andrija Biorcevic, the commander of the Novi Sad Corps, and Bosko Nedeljkovic, military intelligence officer and important figure in illicit commerce under Military Line’s control. Finally, at the very bottom of alternative power structure were thousands of DB operatives, which “fanned out across Bosnia initiating, leading, and controlling the fighting in different districts.”168 
 Nationalistic party militias  
 Most of the militias from the Serbia proper gathered around charismatic personalities from extreme right political parties; tree individuals showed as the most prolific paramilitary recruiters. Seselj from the Serbian Radical Party organized the “Cetnik” units, Vuk Draskovic from Serbian Renewal Movement 
                                                 
167 Part of Kertes’ declaration to the public prosecutor, after being charged with embezzlement of public finances. Vladimir 

Cekic, “The Hague Tribunal on Finaincial Transanctions in FRY: When Boss Calls, Get the Millions”, Danas-online, June 

8, 2002.  
168 Ron, op.cit. 303  
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initiated the “Serbian National Guard” and Mirko Jovic, the Serbian National Defence party’s chef, in cooperation with Bokan set off the “White Eagles” and “Dusan the Mighty” formations in 1991. As we saw in the previous chapter, these units were incorporated in the federal army battle in 1991 and were meant to fill in unmanned YA ranks, distort army’s ideological stand from rigid communism and pro-multinational ‘yugoslavism’ towards more fashionable nationalistic and Orthodox sentiment, and last by not least, to provide the ruling elite with loyal, efficient and motivated coercive instrument. But party militias proved undisciplined and unruly; what is more, their chefs were genuine nationalists who publicly prayed about protecting the Serbs in Diasporas. They had political ambitions and worked for attracting independent voting base. Seselj, for instance, arrived to contest president Milosevic in the elections, emerging as serious nationalistic opponent to the president. For this reason they were never fully trusted by the regime (even though the secret service armed and instigated them in the first place), but instead used as front companies to conceal Belgrade’s hand in Croatian and Bosnian war operations. As the conflicts prolonged, party militias were slowly marginalized (some leaders were even physically liquidated) in the favor of para-police squads “Red Berets”, Arkan’s “Tiegers” and “Scorpions”.     
 Private paramilitary agents with official patron (1991-1996) “Frenki’s Boys” – the Red Berets – the “Unit for Special Operations” (JSO)  
 The embryo of the future “Red Berets” was conceived in Serb-populated region of Krajina (Croatia) in April 1991 under commandership of Dragan Vasiljkovic, alias “Captain Dragan”. On 1 April 1991, Milan Babic, political leader of Krajina Serbs, demanded help in form of professional policemen, armament and other technical practicalities of war, from the Republic of Serbia’s government. The plead was part of the close cooperation forged since August 1990 between Krajina politicians and 
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Serbian State Security Service (SDB),169 and aimed at giving a military substrate to Krajina’s rebellion against the new Croatian authorities. Assistance arrived several days later, when State security agency dispatched Vasiljkovic, and authorized him to erect training camp “Golubinci” near Krajina’s capital city Knin. At that occasion, Frenki Simatovic senior officer of the SDB also traveled to Knin but under fake identity of Dragan Simendic; he and other Military Line operatives would soon initiate a major program of arms distribution to the local population.  The unit initially operated under the rubric “Krajina Defence”, and encompassed poorly skilled ex-policemen, Territorial Defense (TD) recruits and volunteers from the zone. The first especial operations troop fabricated in the training camp was denominated “Knindze”, but its role was to militarily prepare a myriad of spinoff troops both from Serbia proper and war-stricken zones of Croatia and, from 1992 on, of Bosnia. It has been corroborated that at least Seselj’s “Cetniks/White Eagels”, Mauzer’s “Panters from Biljeljina” and “White Wolves” received military instruction from incipient “Red Berets” structure.  In 1993, when Croatia was on the way of stabilization under the Vence peace plan, the “Alfa “center, another training facility for Serbian paramilitary troops was launched, in Benkovac (Croatia). This time, inauguration of instruction site appeared more purposeful, aiming to convert and legitimize “Knindza/Red Berets” unit as formal, publicly acknowledgeable branch of the Serbian DB.  This hypothesis was confirmed by proper Aleksandar Vasiljkovic:   “Frenki Simatovic contacted me and told me that he had started an initiative for the State Security Service to form one armed military unit; and those boys who did not want to remain in Krajina were very welcome to help with this unit. Of course, I accepted, and offered my services in organizing training, camp, and everything else such project demanded. Then Frenki promised me that this time we will now work as before, on blind (sic.), but rather that we all get papers from the state, to 
                                                 
169 In the words of Babic to the ICTY, at that time he personally viewed Milosevic as protector and leader of all ethnic 

Serbs in Yugoslavia; when he demanded help for rebellion against the new Croatian authorities, Milosevic promised him 

the support of JNA. In addition, since August 1991, parallel power structure was being formed in the zone, which included 

Ministry of Interior from the Serbia proper, SDB and local politicians on the Bosnian Serbs’ Democratic Party (SDS). 

“Udruzeni zlocinacki poduhvat: sta je osnov Babicevog priznanja?” [“Joint Criminal Enterprise: what is the base of 

Babic’s confession”] 30 january 2004, Danas, http://www.danas.org/programi/haaska/2004/01/20040130225230.asp 
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define my working status, to employ me in the State Security, and that all the boys who enter there must be employed, etc.”170   Under Serbian DB’s direction, fifty-four Krajina veterans were transferred to Serbia proper, and employed in re-constructed “Red Berets”. However the plan for unit to be formally linked to the formal police system was blocked “due to political considerations.”171 The squad remained to function under short-term contracts as a group of “rent-a-cops”, but was nonetheless subordinated to unofficial Military Line structure. “They were held in position of slaves, of Legionnaires, which the DB could dismiss at any time.”172 This institutional invisibility will be kept on after the finalization of the Bosnian conflict, what indicates that it was purported with intention to enclose Belgrade’s hand in organization of war theatres there. In the meantime, the “Red Berets” matured into Serbian elite military unit, albeit irregular and secretive one – its equipment included ordnance much heavier that regular policing would demand (armored vehicles, helicopters, canons, speed boats), while its members were organized and trained along military lines.  
 “Scorpions” 
 The unit “Scorpions” was formed in 1992 in Osijek region (Croatia) once the initial skirmishes on that territory have stopped.  The unit’s commandeer was Slobodan Medic, pre-war agricultural worker. As Medic relates, he was approached by the Serbian state security agents before the conflict in Croatia escalated. They were looking for reliable young men, and first turned to those whose family members figured in police registers: local police stations employees and small-scale informers. Medic’s grandfather was the example of latter,  for the intelligence made him a visible target for  the “Service” (how the agency is colloquially known. 
                                                 
170 International Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, Prosecutor v. Milosevic, Testimony of Aleksandar Vasiljkovic, 19 

February 2003, op.cit  

171 B92 Documentary, “Neispricana prica o crvenim beretkama”, op.cit.  

172 Dusan Mihajlovic, senior police officer, Ibid.  
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Besides “I knew all the territory by hart, all the families who lived there, it was normal that they wanted to recruit me, “Medic’s explanation goes.173   His first contacts with DB instigators resulted in his travel to Plitvice in 1991, when “spontaneously” gathered local Serbs clashed with Croatian police forces when these tried to enforce monopoly of coercion in rebellious Krajina region. At the next occasion, he was ordered to recruit few dozens of men, for close protection mission of oil fields in Djeletovci. Namely, when the region of Osijek, Vukovar and Djeletovci was temporarily pacified in 1992, and in the context of economic sanctions hampering Serbia’s oil imports, the executive director of Serbian Oil Company (NIS) from Belgrade came to the idea to exploit oil plant “Djeletovci” – albeit that it was across border in Croatia. The unit was designed to defend the oil-extracting sight from sporadic Croatian Army’s attacks.  Hence, even though the “Scorpions” had an individual military status (“military number” 9181/19, according to which it belong to 11th Vukovar corpus of unrecognized military of “Republic of Krajina”), the unit was registered as part of the “Oil Company-Djeletovci” enterprise. Its liaison officer with the Serbian secret police was Milan Milutinovic –“Mrgud”, who was, in times prior to conflict, employed as junior railway civil servant, to become one of Stanisic’s and Simatovic’s confidential field operatives. It was “Mrgud” who carried bags of money from Belgrade for armament and subsistence of “Scorpions”.174 At the commencement, Aleksandar Medic recruited co-workers among childhood friends, relatives, and local townsmen. Yet, the prospect of relatively generous financial remuneration for that context, made the initial paramilitary group from few dozen to 500 members in 1996.     The draftees were contracted without written proofs of recruitment and payment; in some occasions, the “Djeletovci” was used as front-company to camouflage real engagement of paramilitaries. In the words of Medic, until 1996, the unit was kept away from any official registrations.  
                                                 
173 The Court in Belgrade, Prosecutor for War Crimes, Trial no. 06/2005, Testimony of Aleksandar Medic, 22 December 

2005, and The Court in Belgrade, Prosecutor for war Crimes, Indictment against “Scorpions”, available on 

http://www.hlcorg/srpski/nacionalna_sudjenja_za_ratne_zlocine/Srbija 
174 “Founders of ‘Scorpions’ walks free in Belgrade”, Blic, June 6, 2005.   
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Apart from budget from Belgrade, the “Scorpions” took part in smuggling, “pay-yourself-actions” and robbed from the local population. When the Erdut Agreemnt on the reintegration of Eastern Slavonia and Western Srem to Croatia was signed, and under which provisions Djeletovci were reincorporated into the Croatian state structure, “Scorpions” moved to Serbia proper. Apparently, secret police continued to keep them in contact, and provided them with Serbian citizenship, medical and social coverage, and housing in Vojvodina region.  “Scorpions” participated in only three major combats during 1992-1999 time, but the public broadcasting of the latest – killing of unarmed men near Srebrenica,- brought them to the public and Belgrade-based court for war crimes.   
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Draftees  
Opportunists  
 The theory of “new wars” points that present conflicts look more like to “high intensity criminal” than to “low intensity conflict”. The profile of the paramilitary fighters in the wars of post-Yugoslav state construction reaffirms that opinion. Many paramilitary recruits from Krajina (Croatia) and Bosnia apparently mobilized without coherent ideological posture. Yet, equal as their counterparts from Serbia proper, they had modest pre-war class location. In largest part, draftees proceeded from farming and rural working-class settings, and conflict has caused them emotional scars in pair with window of new economic opportunities. The comprehensive examination of their mobilization motives forwarded in court cases for committed war crimes showed that all 16 processed “Scorpions” members were attracted to paramilitary activity by prospect of generous material remuneration. The commander of the unit confirmed this argument by stating the following: “guys were approaching me and asking me to hire them in the unit, because the word had spread that you can earn well in the field.”175 In economically challenged area as Krajina was even before the hostilities broke out, the vision of fixed monthly income made the initial “Scorpions” paramilitary cohort grow from 40 to 200 members in less than a year.176 Affiliates of “Cetnik’s Revengers,” “Yellow 
                                                 
175 County Court in Belgrade, the War Crimes Chamber, Prosecutor v. Slobodan Medic et al. -“Scorpions”, 

2006, Case no. K.br.6-05, Report from Trial to Members of the “Scorpions” Unit, available at Humanitarian 

Law Center :  

 http://www.hlc-rdc.org/srpski/nacionalna_sudjenja_za_ratne_zlocine/Srbija/index, Accessed on 25 May, 

2007.  
176 Op cit.  
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Wasps”, “Gray Wolves”, and “Bjeljina’s Panthers” from Bosnia share almost identical socio-economic and cultural profiles.  Less educated than average juvenile population and habituating a war-stricken area, they had limited financial prospects in the short-term (especially if refugees in regional metropolis or abroad) compared to what irregular soldiering could offer, and hence were naturally inclined to the task. In the same line of reasoning, the commander of the “Scorpions” unit pointed out that “no illustrate person would do the job they did during the war, would not live like them, in miserable conditions […].177 Yet the fragments of additional evidence point to a pre-conceived pattern in recruitment policy. Apparently, the Military Line operatives were intentionally looking for personnel that would fight irregularly in change for salary and impunity. This   was later confirmed by high official Popovic during trial of JSO members for the murder of prominent political opponents of the ancient regime, and first post-Milosevic era Prime Minister, Zoran Djindjic.178  In the same manner, irregular fighters from Serbia proper understood paramilitary activity as an entry-point for accommodated living, and upward social mobilization in economically challenged environment. 179 The paramilitary phenomenon provided the legion of unskilled manual workers, martial arts enthusiasts, football hooligans, and city skinheads with proprietorships and social 
                                                 
177  Op cit.  

In their entirety the testimonies, however, show that “Scorpions” had comparatively tranquil war experience. 

Stationed in oil fields in Slavonija (Croatia), the paramilitary unit was engaged in close protection of refinery 

installations. It joined large-scale combat actions on solely three occasions (Cazinska Krajina, Srebrenica and 

Kosovo), and suffered no serious human casualties. Monthly payment included 150 Euros, a combat 

supplement when applicable, and all the loot they could get a hold of.  

178 Popovic, op.cit. 84.  

179 The appalling results of ambitious politicians recruiting among marginalized youth for paramilitary 

activities worldwide have been well documented. For that reason, latest strategy to IRA’s demobilization 

included economic provisions as a way of “buying off” its members’ trespass to civilian life. Initiative on 

Conflict Resolution and Ethnicity (INCORE) Burring the Hatchet: The Decommissioning of Paramilitary 

Arms in Northern Ireland, Brief 22: 32, For similar moves in the African context, see: William Reno, 325-326; 

for socio-economic background of Tamil ethnic youth  involved in coup d’ etat en Maldives, and entrained and 

paid by Sri Lanka, see: General Assembly, Fifty-second sess.1997, A/52/495: Use of Mercenaries as a means 

of violating human rights and impeding the exercise of the right of peoples to self-determination, para 19.  
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entitlements that they could not vest should the particular type of war-making and state-making had not been installed.   
 Criminals  
 The predatory behavior of criminalized paramilitary agents made the wars for post-Yugoslav states’ formation more resembling to the Thirty-year war that to the grand world clashes of 20th century. Once disclosed in the public domain, the Serbian State security’s policy of building paramilitary capabilities by using criminals and other conflictive individuals shocked both international and domestic public.180 The practice was afterward replicated in the Bosnian Serb Army although it was by no means an isolated practice nor in the regional, nor in the international context.181 The Croatian Democratic Union party (Hrvatska Demokratska Zajednica-HDZ), for instance, deliberately set free criminals from the prison in Valbadon near the city of Pula in July 1990, so they could be incorporated into the key Croatian paramilitary formation The National Guard Corps (Zbor Narodne Garde-ZNG); the Guard was a germen of official Croatian Armed Forces (Hrvatska Vojska-HV) .182 The Sarajevo criminals too got engaged in warfare, apparently with government’s consent.  Personages from pre-war Bosnian underground, such as Ramiz Delalic-Celo, Musan Topalovic- Caco and Jusuf Prazina –Juka, were encouraged to join Bosnian defense forces during the siege of 
                                                 
180 Johanna McGeary, “Face to Face with Evil,”Time, 13 may 1996 [on-line edition]; available from  http//: 

www.time.com/time/prinout/0,8816,984525,00.html   

181 The case of Goran Jelisic, a soldier in Bosnian Serb Army is exemplary in this regard. After being charged 

for 1, 5 year of prison for a petty crime in Bjeljina (Bosnia), Jelisic commuted his sentence for “voluntary” 

engagement in nascent Bosnian Serb Army although he was apparently a conflictive personality. He was later 

made guardian in war camp Luka near Brcko, where he committed a series of war crimes including murder 

and mutilation; he used to introduce himself to victims as “new Hitler”. The ICTY sentenced Jelisic on 40 

years in prison for war and crimes against humanity, but dropped the charges for genocide of Bosnian Muslims 

– on the estimate that he would, if given the chance, kill en masse members of any ethnic group due to 

pathological character.  

For more on Jelasic case, and socio-psychological profile of other  ICTY’s detainees: Slavenka Drakulic, They 

Would Not Harm a Fly (Split:  Feral Tribune, 2003), 66-67.  

182  ICTY, Prosecutor v. Slobodan Milosevic, testimony of Gen Aleksandar Vasiljevic, 14 Febraury 2003 
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Sarajevo, what they did by blending armed resistance with organized crime and ordinary plunder of Sarajevo Serbs and Muslims alike.183 The Bosnian government, faced with a “non-institutional situation of blocked city, reached out for non-institutional remedy,” and handed the violence over to semiprivate freelance fighters.   But as the decade of 1990s went on, Serb forces in Croatia and Bosnia remained criminal-dominated, while their enemies ultimately moved away from non-professionalized militias and developed disciplined, non-criminal armies. This repeated pattern of building coercive apparatus with criminal elements, and subcontracting illicit military actions to semi-private fighters that marked Serbia in period 1999-2000, should be looked at in the context of plausible deniability.  The fact that Milosevic’s protégés from the security sector continued to empower criminals and turn them in paramilitary leaders, shows traces of intentionality on the part of the then ruling regime to contract combatants that are, firstly, skilled with weaponry, and secondly, whose cooperation is subject to easy disavowal. In other words, released prisoners and varying law offenders had an interest in contributing to the Serbian state-building effort- even if latter transpired in murky conditions-, and keep evidence in  secrecy; at the same time as Milosevic’s regime was keen on avoiding to be directly implicated in (internationally condemnable) territorial offensive toward neighboring sovereign states. Thus, as long as the conflicts in Croatian and Bosnian soil were on-going, all sorts of Serbian outlaws were a target for state security agents in search of loyal adjuncts in less formal warfare.  In contrary to that situation, state violence in Kosovo in 1998-1999 was to a large extent performed by regular uniformed Serbian police; special units, local militias and social outcasts that time had a secondary role. But then, Kosovo was at time a Serbian province, and Belgrade government’s conviction that it may use coercion within own borders freely, led it to rely on conventional forces. In the form of conclusion,  then, we can argue that gross involvement of criminals into fights for Serbian state and national interests was a conscious decision in the 
                                                 
183For detailed report on Juka’s, Celo’s and Caco’s criminalized guerrilla-style violence in: Ivan Colovic, 

Bordel Ratnika: folklor, politika I rat. [Warriors’ Brothel: Folklore, Politics and War], (Belgrade: Biblioteka 

XX, 2000).   
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context of international restrain; and was  driven not only by sole need for soldiers and embargo-busters, but also by need of deniability.   In effect, while conflict in Bosnia was still enduring, many disgruntled Serbian fighters brought evidence of state’s cross-border involvement to the public. In their majority soldiers were disillusioned by humble material compensation and social status they received for, what they portrayed as, defending endangered ethnic Serb kin from near abroad. A brief complaint of two paramilitary leaders helps to grasp the extent of disillusion with national regime that used to encourage and arm them, but let eventually them down.  “In Croatia people like me have been rewarded”, bitterly complained Slobodan Miljkovic “Lugar”, platoon leader of a Serbian paramilitary unit known as the “Gray Wolves.”184 His counterpart from the “White Eagles” adds:   “The government never paid me, never cut me in the loot. I got no medals, not even a TV talk-show appearance. I’m surrounded by people who think I’m a homicidal maniac and want to see me delivered to the Hague.”185   In mid 1994, in the path breaking interview first with local, and then with international press, disillusioned paramilitary leader Branislav Vakic from the “Seselj’s Boys” unit, revealed that “Serbian Interior Ministry officials “Badza” and “Frenki” were both heavily involved in supplying, training, and coordinating his paramilitaries.” In addition, he described the mechanism, by which “thousands of his fighters had received fuel and uniforms from the federal army’s military police.186 His testimony was to be followed by others, but paramilitary affiliates with acknowledged criminal record were the most reluctant to talk.  Zeljko Raznatovic, colloquially known as Arkan, and leader of irregular State Security (DB) formation, guarded his silence despite heavy media exposure till his assassination in 1999. Major uncover of information on how the Serbian state incited and maintained Croatian Serbs’ insurgency in Krajina was expected from 
                                                 
184 Johanna McGeary , “Face to face with Evil”, Time, May 13, 1996.  

http://time.com/time/printout/0,8816,9845525,00.html accessed on 22 June 2007 

185 Ibid.  
186 James Ron, op.cit, 30.  
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paramilitary instructor Dragan Vasiljevic, alias Captain Dragan, once he appeared before the ICTY in trial against Slobodan Milosevic; but in contrary to prosecutors previsions, this ex “soldier of fortune” ended testifying in former Serbian president’s favor. Furthermore, the fate of the Vojvodinan gangster-turned-paramilitary chef Branislav Lainovic “Dugi” is indicative of how the Serbian regime treated criminals it once subcontracted, if they decided to talk.  He was murdered on 20 March 2000. In view of Nenad Canak, the leader of the League of Vojvodina Social Democrats, party that Lainovic on occasions financially supported, his death is attributable to the fact “that the regime is liquidating people who had any ties to the war operations in Croatia and Bosnia, people who could give inopportune testimony regarding the events of time.”187 Nine years earlier Lainovic established the paramilitary group “Serbian Guard” with companions Djordje Bozovic “Giska” and Branislav Matic “Beli”; yet Giska got assassinated shortly after the first skirmishes in Croatia took place, allegedly by the hands of Arkan’s men.188 Finally, petty criminal Vanja Bokan, who during the 1990s rose to the position of principal tobacco trafficker in the former Yugoslavia, and without who, in opinion of Greek prosecutor, Milosevic would by no means survive the international sanctions as long as he did, was violently removed after he had expressed intention to disclose details of his business relation with Milosevic and his clique.189  The strategy was years later acknowledged by paramilitary leader Arkan, who revealed to one close associate that in one room of his “Tiger’s” training center “sleeps 250 years of prison.”190 Comparably, in the testimony delivered to the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, an ex “Red Beret” 
                                                 
187 Maja Miljkovic and Marko Attila Hoare “Crime and the Economy Under Milosevic and His Successors, in   

Sabrina P. Ramet and Vjeran Pavlakovic, Serbia since 1989: Politics and Society Under Milosevic and After, 

University of Washington Press, Seattle and London, 2005  : 206. 

188 The ex member of Arkan’s and “Red Berets” units revealed that Arkan’s unit was responsible for Giska’s 

violent death, when appeared as protected witness C-017, in Prosecutor vs. Milosevics trial before the ICTY. 

International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, Testimony of C-017 in Prosecutor v. Milosevic 

case, 11 June 2003: 22113, available at http://un.org/icty/transe54/030611ED.htm, accessed on 1 August, 2007 

189  Stankovic, op.cit.  

190 Ibid.  
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identified the Serbian Security Service (DB) human resources method as one of committed search for criminalized adjuncts:  
 “Pera Divljak was member of “Red Berets”. He was charged with serious crime, traffic of drugs, and Franko Simatovic saved him from prison by presenting him to Mihalj Kertes who immediately hired him to distribute arms on Knin’s war scene. […] and I personally saw Divljak’s DB legitimizations”.191   
 JNA General Simovic, the head o Serbian Defense Ministry in 1991, who was firstly assigned the task of producing a professional (non-conscript) Serbian Army, had also been familiar with the criminals-in-ranks affair.192  Ironically enough, several of these initial paramilitary units were legally defined as “reserve police corpses”, and many of its members received police badges that allowed them to operate with impunity. The legally binding decree which regulated how the badges were issued, registered, and utilized was put in force on 1 October 1995; well after the Bosnian conflict had ended. 193  The words of Vladimir Popovic, senior officer in the first Serbian post-Milosevic government, shine additional light on the subject. He gives evidence that while in possession of official police tag that symbolized connections with state apparatus, Popovic’s argument goes, Serbian criminalized fighters were practically untouchable.  “To have JSO badge meant a free passage through all police controls, and one would know that they enjoy immunity, that one cannot investigate JSO.”    Hence the paramilitary with official patronage could engage either in small-scale tugging and violent wealth redistribution while the hostilities were on, often arriving from neighboring states to spend the weekend in looting of the front; or in well organized smuggling missions both from the front and neighboring states such as Romania, Bulgaria, and former Yugoslav republic Macedonia. The former 
                                                 
191 Testimony of C-017 in Prosecutor vs. Milosevic case, 11 June 2003: 22116-22118 , available at 

http://un.org/icty/transe54/030611ED.htm, accessed on 15 August, 2007 
192  International Criminal Tribunal, Dobrila Gajic-Glisic’s testimony, op.cit.   
193 The Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Serbia http://www.mup.sr.gov.yu/domino/mup.nsf/istorija2.htm 

 It should be noted, though, that in some cases, police badges were forged; in 2002 anti-criminal sweep following Prime 

Minister Djindjic’s assassination by the hand of governmental paramilitary JSO (Jedinica za Specijalne Operacije), an 

illegal workshop for falsified police tags was discovered at one criminal’s premises. Testimony of Vladimir 

Popovic, Helsinki Council for Human Rights in Serbia, 2006, 126.    
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cross-border phenomenon, typical of the Yugoslav conflict, became known as “the weekend warfare”, and is listed as one of the novel types of mercenary endeavor in 2003 report of the UN Special Rapporters on the use of Mercenaries. Minor paramilitary agents had to comfort with modest booty, such was removable electric appliances stolen across conflict stricken zones of Croatia, Bosnia and Kosovo; “these guys stripped the wires out of the walls and dismantled windows and doorframes,” noted a Belgrade journalist.194  In the contrary to that, well trained and equipped units with connections in state security apparatus, such were the “Red Berets” and “Arkan-led Tigers”, were entitled to access and control of more lucrative thefts and smuggling operations.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

                                                 
194 James Ron, op.cit. 300-301. 
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Conclusions  
Trough the analysis of 1990-2000 Federal Republic of Yugoslavia state-building I have attempted to put emphasis on three general analytical and practical points. Firstly, that war as the most recurrent mechanism for accomplishing independent state is still an option – despite the optimistic prognoses of the early post-1989 world that violence is on the wane. The Yugoslav case thereby showed that scholars’ interest in studying state construction is still beneficial.   Secondly, the work intended to demonstrate how irregular, paramilitary and extra-legal squads of all political and ideological breeds, are one of the instruments from the toolbox of contemporary state-creation, just as they were in the past. As we saw from the theoretical framework, this stands opposite to mainstream accounts of how the modern European states should come to existence and consolidate hereinafter. For long, political scholarship about the comparative state-building in post-eighteen centuries has been pointing its methodological focus on regular, professional, disciplined and well equipped conscripted army, fighting external wars as the principal torchbearers of contemporary state development. In this manner, the role of militias, marauders and forces alike has been sidelined from the main theoretical track, despite that in many occasions they were an auxiliary or a first building block of the European armies. The authors assumed that this methodological optics and model was sufficiently strong to explain all possible outcomes of the rise of nation states in Europe.  In the third place, this work intended to call attention to the specific international normative context in which present-day states are brought to light. Even if paramilitaries are not an innovative utensil for rounding up states in the post-Cold War period, the norms which states have adopted for human and social behavior, and which leaders who care about their image should follow, are more 
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effective than in previous epochs. Applied to the context of state building, this means that various types of paramilitaries do not necessary emerge and operate spontaneously, out of citizens’ need for self-protection or for self-determination, to name a few motives. Rather, paramilitary and brigandage activity may be stimulated by elite’s rational decision, because they cannot or may not rely on standing army to perform its role of the principal armed branch of the state. The governing establishment or some of its agency may opt to outsource its right to use violence to private and semi-private armed groups – and the prime motive behind such action, it is one of the main arguments of the previous chapters, is the intention to maintain  plausible deniability.  Finally, in the study I have tried to analyze and pinpoint concrete factors which are conducive to official reliance on paramilitary agents; on the base of FRY’s example which should be tested against wider number of cases in the marc of doctoral research, the leaders are prone to outsourcing  when they are incapable to dominate regular army and maintain internal monopoly over the means of coercion, when international normative framework is discouraging to the particular war-making/state-making endeavor at hand, and when domestic population is disposed to join such armed formations.   The principal obstacle that the then Serbian president Slobodan Milosevic faced, and which led him to prefer a tree-pillar paramilitary program over the standing federal military in 1991 period, when re-shaping of federal socialist Yugoslavia into a set of independent states had started, was lack of confidence in military as an institution. Even though the Yugoslav Army, the progeny of older multinational oriented and communist cadres, never openly disputed president Milosevic policies, it was still not conforming to his political project. In 1991, the army failed to follow his suggestion and perform a putsch with the pretext of saving the federation (and, discreetly along eliminating democratic opposition in Serbian proper). In the following years, the regime will order consequent purges in the military top brass, to do away with officers it did not like, but even despite this the full loyalty was never regained.  Therefore, in order to preempt eventual attack from the military, Serbian leader supported constabulary, para-police and un-authorized assault troops, which followed his orders unquestionably and served as a counter-balance to the 
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armed forces. Nevertheless, these units were initially envisaged only as a building element of the new Serbian army – the plan was to combine voluntaries, paramilitaries and constabulary special forces with the old military cadre. When the military top brass rejected the plan directly in December 1991, militias and para-police units were defined as “voluntaries” on the grounds of a series of Parliamentary acts, and send to join the on-going conflict in Croatia. The idea of reunification, hence, was to be materialized in battle-fields, trough the warfare practice.  But the effort to integrate paramilitaries, particularly far-right political parties’ militias into the Yugoslav army’s lines was fruitless. Undisciplined and prone to pillage and war crimes, militias were a burden to professional factions of the military; at the same time, there was no common ideology nor  sustained cooperation in fighting strategies so as to agglutinate the two segments – the result was just an inter-agency tension that worsened  with pass of time. Last but not least, criminalized character of the “irregulars” that became evident soon after the first skirmishes started was bringing a bad image to the armed force as whole. The 1998-1999 Kosovo war, in which YA did not want to take part, heralded a new period of disagreements that ended with president Milosevic being voted off the power, without military preventing the act.   After the preliminary lack of interest in the Yugoslavia’ disintegration crises, due to systemic changes that dissolution of the Soviet Union and the first Gulf war were imputing on the global security chart, the international community became intensely  involved in the area. This, coupled with strong media presence and judicial scrutiny of the crimes committed in the former Yugoslavia, prevented Serbian officials from openly transferring coercion and influence to bordering Croatia and Bosnia. Instituting the policy of outsourcing to private and semi-controlled paramilitary units, the government maintained plausible deniability for whatever legally and/or morally punishable element of the state-building agenda. From 1992 to 2000, the pressure of, what we called, “the new normative network” was the pivotal external motive for maintaining secretive and extra-legal paramilitaries by the part of Serbian political-security establishment.  The final emphasis of the study lies on the momentous interrelation between state-building by criminalized and lawless means, and democratic record 
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of the issuing state.  The study described how the problems of corrupted and de-professionalized police, intelligence agency and border patrols, which have been hindering democratic reforms of Serbia ever since, date back to very construction of the republic of Serbia in the 1990s.  Cooperation with the criminals brought the Serbian security system to the position of partner, not controller. This business cooperation emerged from particular state-constructing project: in 1988-1989 segments of police close to the president Milosevic used their informers’ contacts in the world of petty crime to organize rallies to his benefit. Later, the cooperation was furthered trough paramilitary and sanctions busting state-sponsored program. The end result of such relationship is pervasiveness of organized crime within Serbian security organs, which is having a detrimental impact on the stability, development and post-war recuperation of Serbia and post-Yugoslav zone. It is corroding the regulatory and police apparatuses, and it is a major obstacle to legal, political and economic reforms. Only an integrated approach to institutional and cultural reforms, such as the policy platform “security sector reform” may remedy such a complex problem. Given it’s perceive benefit, the concept will developed within the framework of further pre-doctoral research investigation.  
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